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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
As summer fades, the rainy season returns each year to the Pacific Northwest. Falls City,
a small town on the eastern flank of Oregon’s Coast Range, receives the majority of its annual 65
inches of precipitation from November and February (see Appendix 1). Each year, the residents
of Falls City embrace for the inevitable flooding that comes during those months. One
neighborhood in South Falls City (see Figure 1.1) experiences particularly intense flooding.
Beginning in the 1970s, residents and local governments have developed a network of drainage
ditches along roads and properties in an attempt to channel the resulting floodwater and divert it
to the nearby Little Luckiamute River. Unfortunately, this drainage network is insufficient.

South Falls City Neighborhood

Figure 1.1 – Map indicating location of Falls City, OR and the South Falls City neighborhood
where flooding and neighbor disputes occur.
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During large precipitation events, many landowners in South Falls City dig small
trenches along their property attempting to drain excess floodwater. These small diversions
drain into the main drainage network. Several residents live in subtle topographic lows where
floodwater collects. Landowners who live downstream along the central ditch claim that ditch
discharge has increased markedly over the last decade. Some individuals claim that the
additional ditches are the cause. Others claim that a new subdivision is to blame for the
stormwater increase. Others point to tree removal, livestock soil compaction, and even
agricultural plots as the cause for increased flooding. Residents want to take action, but cannot
agree on the causes nor the correct actions to take. This messy tangle of conflicts hides beneath
the surface during the dry season and arises each winter when rains return. Residents take
individual measures to protect themselves against the flood, regardless of how it might affect
their neighbors. Thus, stormwater, the common enemy, has turned neighbor on neighbor.
Stakeholders have perennially sought assistance from the City of Falls City, Polk County, the
Luckiamute Watershed Council, and even Oregon state representatives to no avail. Instead of a
cohesive plan for mitigation, these institutions hear a cacophony of angry voices, crying for
different actions. Institutions are reticent to appropriate much of their tight budget to improve
seasonal flood management. As a result, residents have developed a sense of helplessness with
little hope to protect their property from future flooding
In 2011, one resident contacted Oregon State University and the Institute for Water and
Watersheds (IWW), asking for assistance in managing both flooding and interpersonal conflict.
IWW researchers met with residents and visited South Falls City to observe the stormwater
flooding. Several key facts emerged that indicated that the observed surface flooding might
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actually be the symptoms of groundwater flooding. Many residents reported that their septic
tanks malfunction for extended periods of time during the rainy season. Also, water discharging
through the drainage ditches is largely devoid of sediment and persists at a fairly consistent flow
throughout the rainy season. These indicate that groundwater flooding might be the primary
driver for observed seasonal drainage conditions in South Falls City.
This study investigates these problems in Falls City. Because the issue is both a
hydrologic and a human problem, the scope of this study includes novel applications of conflict
management techniques in conjunction with a hydrogeologic analysis. The study calls upon the
increasing body of case studies and scientific literature investigating groundwater flooding to
understand the related contribution of groundwater to the South Falls City stormwater system.
Given the interconnected land-use, social interactions, and hydrology factors involved within the
study a Coupled Human and Natural Systems (CHANS) framework will be used to examine how
these systems are connected (Liu et al, 2007). The CHANS framework is used to evaluate
potential mitigation strategies and how they affect both human and natural systems in South Falls
City. In summary, this study addresses two specific questions:
1) Does groundwater flooding contribute to apparent stormwater flooding in South Falls City?
2) Can a Coupled Human and Natural Systems approach to engineered groundwater control
help manage and reduce neighbor wars?
The results of this work are organized as followed:
•

Chapter 2 summarizes the methods and results of a joint fact-finding approach in Falls
City. These results increase understanding of stakeholders and influences in the South
Falls City conflict in order to better evaluate potential technical solutions.
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•

Chapter 3 provides background research and case studies of groundwater flooding to gain
better understanding of the observed phenomenon and guide remedial action in South
Falls City.

•

Chapter 4 consists of an empirical geographic, geologic and hydrogeologic analysis of
South Falls City to create a working conceptual model of the groundwater dynamics that
affect seasonal flooding.

•

Chapter 5 evaluates and compares potential flood mitigation strategies based on cost,
hydrologic effectiveness, and contextual conflict resolution

•

Chapter 6 concludes the findings presented in the study and includes recommendations
for future work necessary to design a mitigation strategy. The results and
recommendations are organized as a pre-engineering report intended to be used to
petition for financial support from relevant funding agencies.
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CHAPTER 2 – STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Ask most residents in South Falls City and they will tell you how to fix the ditch network
and stormwater flooding. Each potential solution, however, would have very real impacts on
other stakeholders. These are seldom addressed. Any true solution to South Falls City’s flooding
cannot simply address the excess water. Solutions must be evaluated against the benefits and
costs to each stakeholder and how it will affect the human systems present in South Falls City.
The conflict surrounding stormwater management has escalated to a point where interpersonal
disputes must also be managed simultaneously with a hydrologic investigation. To do so, this
study engages directly with stakeholders at all stages to gain understanding of influences on the
both flooding and conflict such as the geographic history, societal trends, or governmental
jurisdictions. This chapter reviews the various methods to accomplish these goals, synthesize the
results, reference similar real efforts, then create a management framework that will guide the
empirical phase of the study.

2.1 Joint Fact-Finding to Manage Conflict
This study employs a joint fact-finding framework to gather data on the hydrologic
system in South Falls City and manage the conflict there. Joint fact-finding is a common method
of resolving conflict that involves experts and stakeholders from all sides of an issue (Karl et al,
2007). Each stakeholder brings evidence, often contradictory evidence, to address sub-topics
with the hope of agreeing on what the “facts” are. Norman Schultz of University of Colorado at
Boulder points out that “joint fact-finding is really mediation within mediation -- an attempt to
resolve a sub-conflict over facts as part of an effort to deal with the overall conflict” (Shultz,
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2003). Stakeholders in Falls City disagree over who or what causes floods and how to fix it. A
joint fact-finding mission in Falls City moves stakeholders to work in concert to assemble
information about flooding while diffusing the conflict between those stakeholders.
To facilitate this joint fact-finding mission, researchers from the Institute for Water and
Watersheds (IWW) partnered with the City of Falls City to host a series of meetings referred to
as Watershed Forums. Invitations were distributed through the water utility mailings, flyers, and
direct visitation. A total of five meetings were held in July 2013, October 2013, June 2014,
January 2015, and July 2015. Summaries of these meetings can be found in Appendix 2. Each
meeting typically involved a participatory task such as a questionnaire or a mapping exercise.
Later, residents met to walk through the neighborhood and evaluate the drainage ditch system.
Each step allowed for stakeholders to vent frustration about their own flooding experiences as
well as learn about how others experience flooding. The author also met regularly with
stakeholders in one on one meetings, intended to document institutional knowledge and build
trust.
Stakeholders also took an active participatory role in the hydrogeologic analysis. The
City Council voted to provide funds, matched by IWW, to excavate one groundwater monitoring
well in the center of South Falls City. This well was constructed on the property of long-time
residents, Scott and Marvin Van Horn. Scott Van Horn installed a rain gage near his barn to
provide additional precipitation data. A seismic refraction survey was conducted along an east
west transact through South Falls City. The Falls City High School freshmen class set-up the
geophone arrays for one of the days of the survey. By participating in empirical phases of the
study, residents reported a higher level of trust and ownership of the report results.
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2.2 Citizen Supplied Maps and Solutions
The verbal history conveyed during Watershed Forums and individual meetings created a
comprehensive account of the recent history of South Falls City and its attempts to manage
winter flooding. Falls City itself was a product of the booming timber industry; in the early
1900, the town boasted three lumber mills, a hotel, and a far larger population that its current 947
residents. The City now has no true industry. There has been slow expansion onto South Falls
City, across the Little Luckiamute River from the town center. No resident in this study had
specific memories of flooding earlier than 1990, but many referenced a local excavator who, in
the 1970s, dug several drainage ditches throughout South Falls City. These ditches now form the
central drainage system in South Falls City. Most roads in South Falls City are also lined with
drainage ditches that either feed into this central ditch or directly to the river. This complicated
ditch network also sports several culverts that divert water under roads. Residents report that
most culverts were dug as a reaction to some failure of the existing drainage network. If a road
was flooding, the water was diverted elsewhere. This ditch network was aimed at relieving
flooding, but it has evolved into a complicated maze of diversions that no single entity is
responsible for nor understands.
The Second Watershed Forum in October 2013 brought approximately ten residents
together for a participatory mapping exercise to increase understanding of the ditch network.
Participatory mapping is a community engagement technique that allows stakeholders and
residents to work together to create a visual representation of their lands (NOAA Coastal Service
Center, 2009). It is used internationally and locally by government agencies, non-profits, and
conflict mediators. This approach is particularly useful because, “the process used to create the
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Figure 2.1 - Photograph of participatory mapping product. Inset photograph shows residents
discussing map components.
maps is as valuable as the maps themselves, since participants often find themselves more fully
engaged than they would have otherwise.” (NOAA Coastal Service Center, 2009)
During the October 2013 Watershed Forum, residents used markers and tape to depict on
an enlarged aerial photo where and when each section of ditch flows (see Figure 2.1). No single
stakeholder could complete the map independently, but by combining knowledge, the group
created an accurate depiction of how the current drainage network operates. Once the ditch
system was laid out in front of stakeholders, residents began identifying possible solutions to the
flooding problems that had been mapped out. The residents had a far easier time identifying real
problems and potential solutions once the network was displayed in front of them. Figure 2.2
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contains the results of this exercise, showing the ditch network as well as the proposed solutions.
The proposed mitigation measures include the following: holding ponds to store floodwaters,
buried pipelines to divert water to the Little Luckiamute River, and ditch enhancement to divert
water to the Little Luckiamute River.

Figure 2.2 - Results from participatory mapping exercise illustrate the South Falls City
drainage ditch network. Arrows indicate direction of ditch flow. Dotted arrows
show potential ditch alterations.
For the July 2015 Watershed Forum, the author accompanied a group of South Falls City
residents for a tour of the ditch network. The group walked to each residence to examine how
the ditches operated. Each person was able to demonstrate to the group how the ditches
functioned and how they could be improved (see Figure 2.3). This expanded upon the
participatory mapping exercise in that residents reported having a better understanding of the
drainage network in general as well as specific problems in the drainage network. Participants
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appeared to empathize with other residents’ frustrations at ditch failures. Residents also
identified several specific problem areas in the ditch network. As each problem was identified,
residents were able to candidly discuss potential fixes. Appendix VII contains Forum report with
field trip route and ditch improvement recommendations.

2.3 Characterizing the Conflict
Figure 2.3 – South Falls City residents identify and discuss drainage ditch network during
July 2015 Watershed Forum meeting.
Watershed Forums and one-on-one meetings successfully identified the technical issues
that this study addresses. The meetings also revealed and characterized the layers of complexity
involved in the ditch disputes. Fact-finding shows how human systems, both interpersonal and
physical, put stress upon ditch disputes. Most importantly, these conflict management
techniques gave insight into how South Falls City residents perceived the cause and effect of the
flooding around them. These factors are critical to evaluate because no mitigation measure
would ever be implemented without taking those influences into account.
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The most important dynamic in Falls City’s stormwater conflict is the upstreamdownstream component. Because outreach to government authorities failed, residents in South
Falls City took matters into their own hands by simply digging shallow ditches to drain water
from ponded areas on their property to the main channel network. One particular landowner,
Tracy Young, lives upstream adjacent to the central ditch. Her property sits in a subtle
topographic low, and as a result, her property receives some of the worst flooding each winter.
Young has tried for years to increase the drainage off her property. Unfortunately, the natural
topography funnels nearly all runoff in South Falls City onto the flood terrace, particularly
topographical lows. The only place to channel water with surface ditches is down the central
ditch because of the gradient configuration. This ditch however drains past several downstream
landowners who worry that these small hand-dug ditches contribute more flow and increase the
risk of flooding.
A few downstream landowners have explicitly expressed that they do not want any
increase in drainage ditch discharge to travel across their properties. Diverting stormwater along
a different route would require substantial engineering. One downstream resident, Vicki Avery,
assert that she has seen a marked increase in ditch discharge in recent years because of the
burgeoning drainage network. The downstream stakeholders voice concerns that the upstream
diversions have directly put their own property at risk. They contend that it is unfair for other
landowners to increase the amount of water carried through their property. This upstreamdownstream dynamic is the heart of the floodwater conflict. Upstream landowners want to
control stormwater on their property by developing and improving the drainage ditch networks.
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This is the main hydrologic problem, but it also creates the most conflict between stakeholders.
Any solution must address this problem directly.
Although the upstream-downstream conflict is the main driver, the joint fact finding
mission has revealed many subtle processes that emphasize the hydrology and conflict of the
ditch disputes. One of the most important issues of the conflict is the transboundary nature of the
South Falls City ditch network; it includes the City of Falls City, Polk County, and private
residences. Falls City limits are located just west of Waymire Road and north of the Frost Road
and Bridgeport Avenue intersection. The central drainage ditch, however, flows through ten
separate private properties. There is no legislation or agreement on how coordination between
landowners and government should function. Both governmental bodies have small budgets
allocated for public works. Each has insisted that the other is responsible for funding
improvements to the area. As mentioned previously, the drainage network would function best if
a comprehensive hydrologic strategy were used, but instead it has developed in a series of
individual or reactionary measures without consulting all other stakeholders. Without
cooperation or funding between the city, county, or residents, a hydrologically sound solution
will be difficult to achieve.
Lack of communication also acts as a stressor on the ditch disputes. Properties are
typically larger than one acre, so physical distance makes communication between residents
difficult. A few residents have befriended their next-door neighbors, but regular contact between
dispersed residents is rare. Many Falls City residents hold traditional, conservative and
independent worldviews that place value on self-reliance. Stakeholders have repeatedly voiced
that they would like to be left alone. This mindset is a formidable barrier to communication and
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cooperation. Stakeholders are not aware of how flooding affects each other’s property, and they
do not communicate about how they would like to manage the flooding. If one resident angers
another because of a verbal or land-use transgression, they simply retreat to their own properties
and foster resentment towards one another. That resentment seems to have grown in isolation
and makes conflict resolution even more difficult.
Human activity and systems have also acted as another stressor on the hydrology and
stormwater response in South Falls City. Urban development is one such system. South Falls
City has developed, albeit slowly, since 1970. Specifically, in the mid 2000s, Falls City saw the
construction of eight new homes on Carey Court directly to the west. Topography suggests that
this neighborhood drains into South Falls City. Downstream residents claim that impervious
surfaces of Carey Court (e.g. asphalt, roofs) have worsened the flooding in the South Falls City.
Other stakeholders also claim that that changes in vegetation cover have exacerbated
winter floods. One claim points to an upstream landowner who removed large blackberry groves
and fir trees to allow housing, development, and training of seven horses on her property. A
second claim pointed to another landowner who converted his acreage to commercially raise
chickens and grow produce. The farmer deforested more than an acre to make room for his
farm. Similarly, many residents claim that when a neighbor removed trees from their property,
water that the tree roots should have been taking up is now remaining in the subsurface and
worsening winter flooding. All four examples of land cover change likely affect the hydrologic
system in South Falls City, and most residents are acutely aware of this. Those changes are
difficult to quantify and thus serve as a point of argument over blame and solutions.
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Stakeholders also voice concerns that upstream properties pose serious water quality
issues. For example, the above-mentioned horse grazing plot and agricultural operation have
reduced overall vegetation cover and increased unmanaged manure. This likely contributes
sediment, fecal coliform, and excess nitrogen to the drainage network. Some stakeholders also
claim that residents upstream are involved in illicit drug production that could introduce harmful
chemicals into the ditch system. While these concerns are legitimate, the opinions also reflect the
socio-economic disparities that are present in South Falls City. Determining the validity of these
claims is difficult and lies outside the scope of this study, but the claims themselves are
important when considering the broader conflict.
The ditch disputes in South Falls City involve a complex web of stakeholders, physical
hydrology, social systems, and psychological dynamics. A situation map is used to document
these issues and illustrate how they are interconnected (see Figure 2.4). The map is organized by
color: dark blue indicates stakeholders, grey items represent the physical and social stressors,
light blue items show the infrastructure involved in the ditch network, and dark green items show
the physical symptoms of stormwater flooding in South Falls City. Most importantly, the two
light green paths illustrate the possible outcomes for conflict and water management. The lefthand path shows a more cooperative succession of events. The right-hand path suggests
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outcomes if conflict continues to dominate action. This conflict map will serve as a guide upon
which to evaluate potential mitigation strategies.
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Figure 2.4 – Situation map characterizing the stakeholders, infrastructure, influences, and
potential outcomes involved in stormwater management in South Falls City.
Beyond the direct findings of the joint fact-finding in South Falls City, the mission had
many intangible benefits as well. Each time stakeholders worked collaboratively on a task, their
tensions seem to dissipate, and positive progress outweighed anger. The joint exercise simply
eased the tension that had grown over decades. The residents themselves also proposed solutions.
They were able to talk through each suggestion, pointing out strengths and weaknesses to arrive
at the best possible scenarios. This was exemplified when, during the July 2015 field trip, Avery
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and Young began the day arguing pointedly, then a few hours later were helping one another in
and out of the ditches and joking pleasantly. This fact-finding mission was largely cost-free.
Neither the community nor government of Falls City has large resources that can be devoted to
paying consultants or scientists to investigate the facts. The residents themselves were able to
supply many of the historical or hydrologic facts needed to find solutions.

2.4 The Role of Third Parties Within a Joint Fact-Finding Framework
The above-mentioned conflict management techniques fell short in several respects. Each
stakeholder has a different experience with the flooding because of his or her geographic location
and degree of risk. Some stakeholders assert that the flooding has changed dramatically in recent
years. Residents see different physical changes around them (e.g. culverts, development, ditch
digging, tree-removal), then make assumptions about cause and effect. During Watershed
Forums, residents brought those cause and effect relationships to the table but often could not
agree on causal magnitude or relevance. The biased perceptions brought to the table prevented
residents from agreeing upon facts. Often the residents did not possess the tools necessary to
evaluate cause and effect relationships nor identify the hydrologic ramifications of proposed
remedial actions.
This study calls upon two real world examples to fill in the gaps of the joint fact-finding
mission. The first is Stanley Crawford’s Mayordomo, a true story from rural New Mexico
(Crawford, 1993). The short novel focuses on a single irrigation ditch, or acequia, that supplies
essential irrigation water to farmers in an arid climate. The community is built around this ditch.
Each spring, men from all around the region come to dig the ditches before diversion begins.
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Each irrigator, or parciante, pays annual dues to provide labor. A central committee, the
comision, governs the ditch and appoints the mayordomo, the ditch master to oversee ditch
operations. The system is based on history and tradition, it forms the backbone of the
community’s culture, and it depends primarily on universal voluntary stakeholder participation.
The mayordomo supervises digging and enforces proper water allocation, but must earn respect
through hard work and experience.
Although the ditch disputes in Falls City are caused by excess rather than deficit, many
lessons from Mayordomo can be applied to South Falls City. Each year, the acequia community
will dig down their ditches in preparation for the irrigation season. Each community member
supplies labor or funds to maintain and improve the ditch. The community also put their trust
into a mayordomo decision to oversee the operation of the ditch. If residents of South Falls City
were to recognize that they all benefit from the ditch network, they might have similar universal
voluntary stakeholder participation. Each year, they could pool resources to ensure that the
drainage network is clear of debris, vegetation and silt before the winter rains come. They might
also benefit from putting their trust into a rotating position of “mayordomo” that would ensure
that no one is discharging too much water or obstructing flow. This model of ditch
administration could be extremely useful in crafting an agreement between stakeholders to
manage South Falls City’s drainage ditch system.
The second real life example builds upon the idea of a Falls City mayordomo with Chris
Kane’s work in rural Pennsylvania. Kane’s (2012) article, “Mediating Storm Water Run-off
Disputes – Settling ‘Neighbor Wars’” details a conflict between a rural farmer and a nearby
residential development over stormwater management. The development demonstrably
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increased runoff to the farm, interrupting operation and potentially created a wetland that would
necessitate habitat protection. The farmer complained for quite some time before finally filing a
lawsuit against the developers. Costs mounted as homeowner’s associations and insurance
companies got involved, but the judge ordered both sides to attempt mediation for 60 days.
Chris Kane, a lawyer and professional engineer, mediated between the two sides. The farmers
and developers each hired consultants to design independent technical solutions to the issue.
Kane used his own expertise to adapt both sides’ technical solution into a compromised solution.
The developers and farmers eventually agreed to Kane’s integrated solution and settled the
dispute without a court ruling.
Kane’s example guides this study in mediating between different interests regarding the
South Falls City ditch networks. Several individuals in the dispute have threatened to sue other
residents. Stakeholders have conflicting beliefs on what has increased flooding magnitude and
what possible solutions exist. The joint fact-finding mission is extremely effective in cooling
tensions, mapping out the conflict, and gathering potential solutions, but questions remain about
cause and effects, and no one in the community emerged as a central mediating figure. This
study aims to fill the role of a third-party mayordomo with technical expertise to act as mediator
between the opposing stakeholders in South Falls City. Unlike Kane’s Pennsylvania example,
Falls City and its residents do not have resources to seek the expensive help of consulting firms,
and instead must depend on their own resources and the partnership with IWW to find suitable
solutions. This is accomplished using the CHANS approach.
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2.5 CHANS in South Falls City
The second objective of this study has three distinct components: groundwater control,
stormwater management, and interpersonal conflict. Attempting to solve one without
considering the others is nearly impossible. The CHANS approach is well suited to guide
analysis and decision-making for South Falls City because any decision will have an effect on
the hydrologic system and the stakeholder interaction.
CHANS is an integrated research framework to examine connections between human and
environmental subsystems to gain a deeper understanding of our world. This trans-disciplinary
approach has helped make new scientific discoveries and led to better management in real world
applications like forestry, agriculture, or public health (Lui et al, 2007). This approach has been
applied to groundwater management frameworks to understand the effects of water management
on the hydrologic cycle and the human systems involved. In 2009, the National Science
Foundation funded a project entitled CNH: Hyper-Extractive Economies and Sustainability:
Policy Scenarios for Sustainable Water Use in the High Plains Aquifer (Steward et al, 2009).
Although this effort targets hyper-extraction on the vast Ogallala aquifer on an interstate scale,
the resulting research integrated economic, agricultural, and groundwater models to test various
management practices and their effects on human and natural systems (Steward et al, 2013).
Although at a much smaller scale, this study examines how land management and dewatering
options affect both the aquifer response and the effects on human systems present in South Falls
City.
Figure 2.5 depicts the CHANS framework applied to the flooding feuds in South Falls
City. The figure demonstrates human and natural systems that influence the hydrology of in
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South Falls City that are identified in Watershed Forums and field observations. The arrows
indicate the feedback loops existing between systems in both categories. For example, the
effective topography of the area concentrated human development into the floodplain where
construction is far easier than the surrounding hillsides. The resulting development of roads,
houses, and barns creates impervious area, which increases runoff intensity, similar to Kane’s
work in Pennsylvania (Kane, 2012). Deforestation Coast Range and in South Falls City

Human Systems

Natural Systems

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Deforestation
Political boundaries
Urban development
Farming & Livestock
Drainage networks

Human
Perception

Geomorphology
Surface runoff
Groundwater hydraulics
Climate change
Vegetation

"The Facts"

Science &
Engineering

Figure 2.5 – Flow chart that depicts CHANS that affect stormwater hydrology in South Falls
City. The bottom half of the figure illustrates how human perceptions often
make the facts of a situation can be difficult to agree upon. Science and
engineering can be helpful in deciding upon the facts when discussion is
insufficient.
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decreases canopy storage, root uptake from the subsurface and thus increases runoff. Increased
development led to the excavation of the current ditch system, which in turn influenced runoff
and likely water table levels as well. The most important observation from this CHANS
approach is the interaction between runoff dynamics and human structures. Without human
development, high runoff intensity or surface ponding is inconsequential. Stormwater influence
becomes very apparent when septic tanks, new remodels, or roadways become unusable.
Human perceptions of flooding in a CHANS framework reveals two useful lessons in the
Falls City neighbor wars. A given stakeholder’s geographic location in South Falls City creates
very different experiences of flooding and thus their respective perceptions are very different.
The first lesson is that flood risks are much higher for those directly adjacent to the central ditch
and those located in topographic lows. As a result, several stakeholders feel victimized while
others accept the status quo. If Falls City were to invest in flood mitigation, benefits would also
be very unequal so many are reticent to contribute. Second, each stakeholder sees different
human or natural systems changes and then attributes flooding increase to that system. For
example, if one resident perceives an increase in ditch volume after their neighbor felled most of
the trees on the adjacent property, they understandably conclude that the loss of trees increased
flooding. This perceived increase could be caused by any of the changes illustrated in Figure
2.5. It also could simply be a perception based on their preconceived notion of how trees will
affect hydrology. When these arguments cannot be settled verbally, empirical data are needed to
guide remediation decisions.
This ambiguity and perception gap is exactly where quantitative analysis is needed to
create agreed upon “facts” and allow management plans to proceed. South Falls City needs an
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outside source to provide empirical evidence to demonstrate which component of the physical
and human systems significantly influences flooding. Without these concrete distinctions,
conflicting theories and mitigation measures have led to unilateral action and an escalation of the
neighbor wars. Stakeholders themselves have asked for outside assistance with empirical
analysis to highlight which systems are having the most influence on flood magnitude. Figure
2.5 illustrates that a joint fact-finding mission involving local knowledge and empirical findings
is needed to create an accurate conceptual model of the systems involved. Science and
engineering of course have their limits, but their role is crucial towards resolving the CHANS
dilemma at hand.

2.6 Conflict Conclusions
This study aims to provide the scientific and engineering input to guide mitigation efforts
for stakeholders in South Falls City. The next chapters combine scientific findings with an
accurate conceptual model of groundwater flooding in South Falls City. Just as Chris Kane did
in Pennsylvania, stakeholder-supplied solutions and standard groundwater controls are compiled
to create a package of potential mitigation measures. In order to accomplish those goals, this
study examines literature and case studies of groundwater flooding to better characterize the
drainage and conflict in South Falls City.
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CHAPTER 3 – LITERATURE REVIEW OF GROUNDWATER FLOODING
Groundwater flooding refers to the abnormally high groundwater levels that create
flooding conditions on the surface. High groundwater levels are not a rare phenomenon,
especially in wet, low-relief regions like Minnesota, New Jersey, or the Willamette Valley, but
those conditions cause damage to structures built in those regions. Groundwater flooding likely
always occurred, but only within the last two decades have scientists and urban planners begun
to recognize the contribution groundwater has on surface flooding. Rising groundwater levels
are typically the cause of basement water damage, but groundwater can also wreak havoc on
large subsurface structures or flood entire regions. The United Kingdom experienced
particularly large floods during the winter of 2000-2001, which prompted the British Geological
Society (BGS) and many university researchers to investigate the underlying causes (Finch et al,
2004) (Morris et al, 2007) (Pinault et al, 2005) (Marsh and Dale, 2002). These studies greatly
expanded the world’s understanding of groundwater flooding, how and why it occurs, and how
to predict or protect against it. This study examines groundwater flooding as a global
phenomenon, synthesize scientific resources, and applies those findings to South Falls City.

3.1 Groundwater Flooding Around the World
Since 2012, local newspapers and news networks have reported thirteen stories of
groundwater flooding from around the world. Although not exhaustive, Figure 3.1 shows
locations of groundwater flooding reports referenced in this study. Reviewing the thirteen case
studies showed that groundwater flooding can happen in a variety of climates, geologic settings,
and topographies. This list also illustrates that groundwater flooding is identified more
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frequently in recent years. The question remains whether the phenomenon is more frequent or if
just awareness of the phenomenon is increasing. These articles offer little insight into the
hydrogeologic setting of each case. Peer reviewed empirical sources are needed.

Figure 3.1 – Locations of reported groundwater flooding in news periodicals or peerreviewed sources from 2012 to present. See Table 3.1 for reference.
3.2 Defining Groundwater Flooding
The term groundwater flooding was first used in 1994 in a report by consulting firm
Posford Duvivier to describe flooding events in Chichester in southern England (Robins and
Finch, 2012). A decade later, similar flooding occurred when heavy rains from 2000 through
2002 brought intense flooding events to much of western Europe, particularly the Sommes
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region of France and southern England. Large-scale scientific investigation came in the wake of
this flooding, verifying the source, causes, and influences of the phenomena. University and
government scientists first focused on that particular flooding event, but soon their work
branched out to different causes, influences, and geologic settings of groundwater flooding.
Because flood damage is observed primarily at the surface, initial studies following the
2000-2001 floods first verified that groundwater was a driving force. Researchers in the
Sommes region of France used isotopic studies to examine groundwater contributions to surface
flow (Negrel and Petelet-Giraud, 2004). Aerial photographs of flooding were combined with
stream discharge measurements to compare gaining stream reaches with supposed groundwater
flooding (Finch et al, 2004). Temperature sampling along the Pang River in England in 2001
supports elevated groundwater discharge into fluvial systems during that flooding period (Finch
et al, 2004). Interestingly, Finch et al (2004) also noted that several inhabitants of a village
observed the appearance of a stream typically during February or March when water tables are
highest. The stream headwaters appeared at a drop in elevation where the water table would
intersect the surface (2004).
Researchers also showed that groundwater flooding is heavily controlled by antecedent
subsurface moisture conditions. Marsh and Dale (2002) analyzed borehole levels, soil moisture
deficit, and hydrometeorology that preceded and coincided with the UK’s 2000-01 flooding.
Water tables slowly rose from 1998 to 2000. Spring of 2000 was associated with high
precipitation and low temperatures, causing soil moisture and piezometric surfaces to remain
high through the summer until rains began again in August. Finch et al (2004) showed a similar
antecedent excess of subsurface moisture in their investigation of the Pang River.
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The 2000-2001 floods in France and the United Kingdom primarily occurred in limestone
aquifers, creating unique flooding phenomena. Both Pinault et al (2005) and Finch et al (2004)
detail a hydrogeologic regime of shallow fractured, porous limestone overlying massive
impermeable limestone. These fractured aquifers can show two distinct hydraulic conductivities
based on level of saturation. Micropores retain moisture in unsaturated conditions, but when
precipitation brings the water table above the aquifer level, macropores fill and increase
transmissivity by several orders of magnitude almost instantly. These macropores can then
connect the chalk aquifer to unconsolidated sediments where groundwater discharges to the
surface. This binary permeability regime only occurs during high precipitation years that are
able to fill macropores (Pinault et al, 2005). This flooding can occur extremely quickly once the
hydraulic connection is established (2005).

3.3 Distinguishing Types of Groundwater Flooding
After this initial work, researchers quickly realized that several different types of
groundwater flooding existed. MacDonald et al (2008) delineated groundwater flooding into
three distinct categories based on the hydrogeologic setting. Type 1 refers to unconfined but
consolidated aquifer with antecedent high water table, followed by high precipitation events.
Type 1 is regionally extensive, long term, and often keeps rivers at high flows long after flooding
subsides. The binary permeability limestone aquifers described in Finch et al (2004) and Pinault
et al (2005) are included in this category.
Type 2 groundwater flooding refers to unconfined, unconsolidated sediments overlying
an impermeable layer, often in hydraulic connectivity with a nearby river (MacDonald et al,
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2008). Sediments are typically highly permeable and react quickly to rainfall events. Water
tables are often elevated during the rainy season, then specific events will bring water tables at or
above the ground level. This type of groundwater flooding is typically shorter than Type 1
flooding, and often confused with pluvial or fluvial flooding. The authors note:
These hydrogeological settings often coincide with urban areas and it is clear that
the role of groundwater in flooding needs to be addressed as the traditional
engineered methods of flood protection may be circumvented by flow through the
subsurface.
This assertion applies to the observed flooding in Falls City as well as their attempts to mitigate
floods.
MacDonald et al. (2008) defines Type 3 groundwater flooding as caused by a reduction
or stoppage of extraction from aquifers typically underlying urban areas, which permits the
recovery of a piezometric surface to pre-development levels. An elevated water table can rise
above foundations or basements and cause considerable damage to those buildings. This can
change the geotechnical properties of sediment and bedrock upon which buildings are
constructed. This third type of groundwater flooding is a perfect example of a CHANS
interaction.
Robins and Finch (2012) drew a distinction between “groundwater flooding” and
“groundwater induced flooding”. The authors contend that groundwater flooding occurs when
the water table intersects the ground surface and causes surface ponding. True groundwater
flooding accounts for most chalk aquifer flooding and low lying regions of unconfined sediment
aquifers. Groundwater induced flooding, however, refers a water table elevated to a certain
critical point that discharges via springs to surface streams. The additional flow causes the
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surface streams to flood. The first identified case of groundwater flooding in Chichester, UK
was a perfect example of chalk aquifer groundwater induced flooding (Robins and Finch, 2012).

3.4 Predicting and Modeling Groundwater Flooding in a Land Use Context
Bradford and Croker (2007) analyzed relationships between stream discharge and
adjacent monitoring well levels in chalk aquifers to predict when and where flooding would
occur. They observed that groundwater fluctuations and their relationship to ephemeral streams
are most indicative of groundwater discharge and that those relationships must be calibrated with
past data and observations to create a reliable prediction system. Morris et al. (2007) in
collaboration with the BGS superimposed historic groundwater levels from 2000-2001 on digital
elevation models (DEM), then compared those to observed flooding regions to understand how
to better predict future groundwater emergence. Early reports estimated that 380,000 homes in
England are located in areas that are at risk from groundwater flooding in chalk catchments
(Jacobs, 2004).
Groundwater flooding is controlled by precipitation, antecedent conditions, subsurface
geometry, unsaturated subsurface flow and surface hydrology. As a result, initial efforts to
model site specific groundwater flooding were often unsuccessful (Bradford and Croker, 2007).
As surface-groundwater models improved, models have significantly contributed to groundwater
flood predictions in many locations in the United Kingdom including Forres (MacDonald et al,
2008) and Oxford (MacDonald, 2012). In 2015, ESI, a UK consulting firm, announced that their
national flood risk map would be combined with the national surface flooding platform to be
used in planning and insurance administration (ESI, 2015).
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Most importantly, researchers are now able to apply the growing groundwater flooding
expertise to national policies and specific sites to guide flood mitigation efforts. The EU Floods
Directive began including groundwater flooding in its list of risks and provided mitigation
strategies as early as 2007 (European Commission, 2007). MacDonald et al (2012) investigated
surface-groundwater interactions in Oxford located on the River Thames, creating a conceptual
model of sinks and sources within the complex system of canals, streams and aquifers. This
study also included flood risk mapping and predictive modeling that guided specific flood
mitigation strategies. One long term study characterized groundwater flooding dynamics in the
Forres area of the Findhorn catchment in northeast Scotland (MacDonald et al, 2008)
(MacDonald et al, 2014).
By viewing groundwater flooding through a CHANS framework, observations reveal
several unique psychological challenges. It is extremely difficult to accurately understand and
predict because it requires instrumentation to monitor stream and aquifer levels, and soil
moisture levels conditions, and precipitation (Bradford and Croker, 2007). This work is
expensive and expansive, while most groundwater flooding is masked by pluvial or fluvial
inputs, which is much more common and easily understood (MacDonald et al, 2008).
Groundwater hydraulics are difficult to grasp, so communicating conceptual models or
predictions of groundwater flooding to the general public is difficult. Lastly, groundwater
flooding is only a nuisance when it impacts human infrastructure. Land use changes affect
groundwater conditions like in Oxford where the canal system raises groundwater levels in
certain areas (MacDonald et al, 2008). Impervious structures from urban development can also
speed up hydrologic responses or create zones of intense subsurface infiltration. Subsurface
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structures like foundations, basements, sewers or even subways can be severely damaged by
elevated water tables (MacDonald, 2012).

3.5 Understanding Groundwater Flooding Today
The thirteen cases of local and international groundwater flooding can be better
understood using the classifications systems listed above (MacDonald et al., 2008) (Robins and
Finch, 2012). These are applied to the news reports of groundwater flooding and compiled into
Table 3.1. Researchers investigated two particular cases of groundwater flooding, the South
Platte aquifer in Colorado and the River Forres in Scotland. Methods and observations in these
locations are extremely useful when considering flooding in South Falls City by comparison.
The hydrogeologic context of River Findhorn is analogous to Falls City and serves as an
analog to the the physical hydrology of flooding observed in South Falls City. The study
analyzed groundwater fluctuations in 27 separate boreholes and piezometers. Monitoring close
to the river showed hydraulic connectivity; well levels rise quickly with flood events then slowly
drop as they release stored water back into the river system (MacDonald et al, 2014).
Monitoring wells in the middle of the floodplain responded only to long-term precipitation
trends. Monitoring wells in the Pilmuir area located at the base of nearby hills would show sharp
increase to rainfall events (MacDonald et al, 2014).

Date

2015

08/2015

2014

2015

07/2013

12/2014

08/2015

04/14

5/15

6/15

2016

2013

2012

Location

St. George Utah

Ogden, Utah

Gilcrest, CO

Gilcrest, CO

Sterling, CO

Lincoln, ND

Qatar

Minnesota

Colorado Springs, CO

Merino, CO

Salmon Creek Basin,
WA

Alberta, Canada

New Jersey

Floodplain along South Platte
River, 10-15m above river

Seasonal water table fluctuations

Alluvial aquifers.

Low.

Seasonal

Unknown

High. Foundations,
basements, sewers, and
even elevators
damaged.

Glacial and fluvial silt, sand and
gravels overall crystalline
bedrock.

Elevated precedent groundwater levels
and soil moisture combined with spring
runoff and precipitation.

Once, spring
2015

Once in spring
2015

Unknown

Low to moderate basement flooding

Each spring
during runoff
and rain

Moderate

Alluvial Fan and flood plain

Cheyenne Creek flooded in 2013, now
highest water table seen by many
residents. Sump pumps that rarely turned
on before now run constantly.

Moderate - elevated
water table in flat
region - basement
damage

Unknown

Glacial sediment, primarily
extremely permeable and
uniform glacial gravels.

Mostly sediment, lots of lakes
and Miss. River nearby recharge keeps always elevated

During springtime, rains pair with
snowmelt to elevate water table. This
brings seepage into basements. No details
of specific discharge to surface.

Moderate - inundation
of tunnels and
foundations.

First in 1997

moderate - part of
South Platte flooding
issue

Alluvial aquifers over karst
topography

Seawater intrusion and infrastructure leaks
contribute to rising water tables. These
interfere with subsurface structures.

considerable for some
regions,

Annual since
2000s.

Annual since
2000s.

South Platte river floodplain

alluvial plains - Santee drive is
on the outskirts, base of hills.

Seasonal fluctuations in water table depth,
and then responds to rainfall events. Has
developed into a civic conflict.

High, sewer lines
damaged, sewer pond
lining ruptured,
retention pond full.
Moderate - Country
Club Hills and Pawnee
Ridge inundated.

Annual since
2000s.

Acute

Since roads
and building
were built

Frequency

High groundwater levels lead to high sump
pump operation, which overloaded the
town's sewage lagoons. No flush order
Prolonged above-average rainfall elevates
groundwater levels. This fills abandoned
stream channels in glacial outwash.

Floodplain along South Platte
River, 10-15m above river

Flooding basements

Uniform water table elevated,

Floodplain along South Platte
River, 10-15m above river

moderate

Colluvium at base of pediment.

Leak in nearby reservoir discharging water
into subsurface. Homes below suddenly
flooding horribly.
Flooding basements

moderate to severe

Triassic Sedimentary Units,
Alluvial valley

GW appears in valleys in St. George,
degrades roads. Drainage pipe does exist,
but it clogs and fails.
Low to moderate - road
damages

Geologic Context

Description

Severity

Type 2, regional

Type 2, regional

(Climate Central,
2012)

Type 2 regional

Type 2/3 regional

Type 2

Regional version of
type 2

Type 1 or 2,
regional with acute
examples

Type 2, regional

Type 2/3, regional

Type 3,

Type 2

Type 3, human
caused hydro
change

Type 1, maybe 2 possible case of
limestone

MacDonald
(2008)

(Semeniuk,
2013)

Jones et al
(2000), The
Olympian (2016)

(Journal
Advocate, 2015)

(Harrison, 2015)

(Renault, 2015)

(Kanady, 2015)

(Eckroth, 2014)

(Martinez, 2013)

(Bowman 2015),
(King, 2015)

(McDonald,
2015)

(Applegate,
2016)

Source

Table 3.1 – Summary of reported groundwater flooding cases since 2012. Cursory analysis of geologic context and flooding analysis based on available literature.

GW Flood

GW Flood

GW Flood

GW flood

GW Flood

GW flood

GW Flood

GW flood

GW Flood

GW Flood

GW Flood

GW flood

GW Flood

Robins And
Finch
(2012)

Seasonal water table fluctuations already inundate
topographic lows. Rising sea levels could exacerbate
phenomenon.

GRACE system could predict groundwater flood maps.

Abandoned river channels in Pleistocene sediment
creates vulnerable conditions for groundwater
flooding.

Residents see unprecedented levels in groundwater
table. Very different from surface water flooding.

Climatologists instruct homeowners to be prepared
for volatility - climate change will make things quite
variable.

Sea level fluctuations caused by climate change could
cause increased GW flooding.

New houses required to be built with drain tiles,
drainage easement blocked with vegetation. some
want to clear ditches, argument over whether surface
drainage will help groundwater, city and county
involved.

DWR found that subsurface is highly variable and
affects where GW flooding manifests itself.

wells were shut off because state deemed that wells
were hydraulically connected with rivers which were
allocated via senior rights.

GW occurs naturally, but building homes w/
basements changes interaction. Possible source in
irrigation ditches.

GW does naturally occur, but human change to
subsurface creates unnatural conditions and creates
damages. CHANS

Building towns in a naturally occurring spring zone
begets GW flood damage. Dewatering efforts must be
maintained in the long term.

Takeaway
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According to MacDonald et al. (2014), the town of Forres also has an earthen stormwater
drainage system that was dug many decades prior. The drainage system runs through the Pilmuir
neighborhood, which sits in a topographic low in Forres and is most at risk for groundwater
flooding. Residents report that the Pilmuir area remains marshy during the rainy season. Unlined
ditches begin draining the area once ponding appears and continue running well for weeks after
precipitation events have passed. Nearby piezometers confirm that these ditches are filled with
groundwater discharge. Furthermore, many of the earthen ditches in Forres carry groundwater
discharge during the rainy season between precipitation events. When precipitation events do
come, these ditches have limited capacity to carry runoff to nearby rivers especially when
groundwater discharge increases from rainfall. Correlations observed between the extensive
piezometer network and earthen ditch flows are very applicable to South Falls City.
Findings from groundwater flooding studies in the South Platte River basin in Colorado
are also useful to compare to Falls City. In 2012, the Colorado Division of Water Resources
(DWR) commissioned an investigation into reported groundwater flooding in the South Platte
River Basin in the towns of Gilcrest/LaSalle and Sterling, where agriculture dominates the
region. Irrigators use both surface and groundwater sources, and a complex network of diverted
irrigation ditches snake their way through the study region. Homeowners in the Pawnee Ridge
and Country Club Hills subdivisions began lodging complaints in 2008 about flooding basements
and failing septic tanks in areas that had never had issues.
Brown and Caldwell (2015) used LIDAR elevation models, piezometers, stakeholder
reports, and modeling to create a comprehensive water budget of sources and sinks. This report
concluded that not one single inflow or outflow was responsible for elevated water tables, but
rather resulted from the complicated network of influences creating both regional water table rise
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and acute flooding at specific sites. Their report recommends land and water use strategies to
lower water tables on a regional scale, then application of engineered water table control to
address acute cases. The report also notes that, in 2000, Colorado state authorities curtailed
pumping of groundwater in the region because withdrawal rates appeared to be diminishing flow
guaranteed to instream users. Groundwater levels rebounded over the next decade and began to
create the present flooding issues.
There are two specific observations on the South Platte case study that have relevance to
Falls City. First, the South Platte example relates to CHANS approaches to groundwater
flooding: enforcement of water rights, a human system, changed groundwater levels, a natural
system, which in turn affects human infrastructure. Second, Brown and Caldwell (2015)
recommend both regional and site specific approaches to groundwater control. Broad land use
practices can affect groundwater fluctuations at the regional scale. Engineered groundwater
control structures might be more suited to acute, site specific groundwater flooding examples.

3.6 Adapting Groundwater Flooding Strategies to South Falls City
The present study in South Falls City follows the overall strategy of groundwater
flooding research. The first steps classify the hydrogeological context, make quantified
observations about the hydrogeology, and use predictions of groundwater fluctuations to devise
recommendations about flood mitigation and land use strategies. It’s also worth noting that this
study does not have access to the array of tools that previously mentioned studies utilized; as
such data are scarce. Through extrapolation, this study employs the following tools and strategies
in South Falls City:
•

Examine hydraulic connection of aquifer with adjacent streams;
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•

Use LIDAR imaging to identify topographic lows and compare to observed flood
patterns;

•

Compare water table elevations with drainage ditch elevations;

•

Compare observed flooding elevations with water table elevations;

•

Observe water table response to precipitation at different times of the year;

•

Examine differences between regional and site specific flooding examples to guide
mitigation efforts;

•

Consider aquifer heterogeneity and how that might affect hydraulics and flooding
(Martinez, 2013);

•

Examine changes in human systems and how it affects the natural systems in South Falls
City;

•

Consider how climate change could affect precipitation and thus the flooding in Falls
City (Climate Central, 2012), (Kanady, 2015) (Renault, 2015);

•

The next chapter applies these tools to analyze the climate, geography, geology, and
hydrology in South Falls City to better understand the observed groundwater flooding.
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CHAPTER 4 - PHYSICAL HYDROLOGY OF FALLS CITY
This first stage of this study employed a joint fact-finding approach to gather available
hydrologic data. A CHANS framework helps to understand to evaluate cause and effect
relationships between human activities and the hydrologic cycle in South Falls City. Resident
observations and local expertise do provide expansive background knowledge and repeatedly
reinforced that groundwater plays a role in flooding, but empirical analysis is needed to quantify
the groundwater contribution. This chapter discusses climate, land cover and use, surface
hydrology, geology, and hydrogeology.

4.1 Citizen Observations
During Community Watershed Forums and individual conversations, every South Falls
City resident has described a similar phenomenon. Rains begin in October and November, but
precipitation is absorbed into the subsurface. Later in the winter, storms cause the central
drainage ditch to fill with running water and surface ponding is observed throughout South Falls
City, particularly in topographic lows. Once a storm passes, most surface ponding dissipates
within 1-2 days; some surface ponding persists for weeks or even months in a few specific
locations. Any subsequent period of intense rainfall will repeat the observed symptoms:
widespread surface ponding, quick dissipation for most ponding, and persistent flooding in the
same areas. According to residents, as precipitation tapers in spring, persistent ponding locations
drain and the drainage ditch network stops flowing between April and May. These observations
suggest that groundwater elevations rise during the beginning of the rainy season, then create
persistent flooding until precipitation slows enough to allow the aquifer to drain.
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4.2 Surface Hydrology
Falls City is located at the transition from the steep sloped Coast Range and the flat,
alluvial Willamette Valley. The town’s climate is thus a hybrid of those two geographic regions,
receiving an average 66 inches of precipitation per year, with the vast majority falling between
November and March (see Appendix 1). The city of Salem lies 25 miles east and receives an
average 39 inches per year, while Valsetz lies 15 miles west and receives an average 128 inches
of precipitation per year (Desert Research Institute, 1986). Falls City also receives frequent large
precipitation events. Since 1961, the town averaged 24 days each year with an inch or more of
rain. The town received 31.2 inches in December 2015 alone, with 9.7 inches falling in just two
days. Consistent precipitation concentrated into the rainy season punctuated by precipitation
events make Falls City particularly vulnerable to stormwater flooding. This pattern also matches
with the precipitation patterns of Western Europe where groundwater flooding is observed
(Marsh and Dale, 2002).
South Falls City is a flat neighborhood which sits at the base of hills to the south and west
(see Figure 4.1). This topography funnels surface and groundwater quickly to the low-lying
neighborhood. The total area of the catchment of interest in South Falls City is approximately 68
acres, but 40% of that is made of steep topography that slopes towards the flat alluvial terrace
along the Little Luckiamute River, thus magnifying the effect of any precipitation. Figure 4.1
illustrates the topography of South Falls City on a digital elevation map using 1 meter LIDAR
elevation data. South Falls City slopes gently from west to east, mirroring the river’s natural
gradient. East Avenue is at a higher elevation than the area to the south, blocking any potential
drainage from south to north. Surface water must flow east

Sheldon Ave.
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East Ave.

MW

Local
Topographic
Lows

Figure 4.1 – The top image is a Google Terrain Map of Falls City. The bottom image is a
LIDAR DEM showing detailed elevation data for the South Falls City. This high
vertical resolution demonstrates the west-to-east gradient. It also shows
topographic lows against the southern hills where prolonged surface ponding
occurs.
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down the existing drainage systems before reaching the Little Luckiamute River. This drainage
pattern has drastic implications for stakeholders and stormwater management.
Land-use history in the sub basin also influences the hydrology in South Falls City. Falls
City was likely covered with dense evergreen forest in the past, but a booming logging industry
replaced those trees with houses, roads and other infrastructure. In fact, Falls City is a perfect
microcosm of the hydrologic effects of deforestation and urban development. Figure 4.2 shows
aerial imagery of South Falls City from 1994 and 2014. These documents show the development
of a new sub-division, removal of many large trees, and pasture converted to row crops. Falls
City residents have cited these land changes as potential causes for increase in ditch flow and
seasonal flooding.

Figure 4.2 - Aerial images of South Falls City in 1994 (left) and 2014 (right). Note the tree
removal and addition of impervious surfaces (source: Google Earth).
Falls City residents have heavily influenced surface hydrology beyond simple land cover
changes. As detailed in Chapter 2, residents excavated a series of conveyance ditches since the
1970s to channel water from the neighborhood to the Little Luckiamute River. Figure 4.3 again
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shows the result of a participatory mapping exercise that plots flow paths for the drainage ditch
network in South Falls City. The largest channel is a central ditch running east to west between
East Avenue and Bridgeport Road. According to residents, ephemeral drainage typically begins
flowing in early winter and dries up by May or June. The flow originates west of Sheldon
Avenue on a gentle slope where several small trickles consolidate into one stream. In addition to
this central ditch, Figure 4.3 also demonstrates county and city road ditches. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, many residents have also excavated shallow (< 1 feet) ditches from their own property
to the central ditch to help drain their lands during winter storms.
Lastly, the Little Luckiamute River flows along the north and east borders of South Falls
City. Upstream of Falls City, the river is constricted by a deep narrow gorge. The river changes
character right at Falls City to a slower stream that meanders across its floodplain. The Little
Luckiamute has incised approximately twenty feet below the paleo-floodplain. There is
currently no stream gage for the Little Luckiamute River, but the river’s surface never rose more
than five feet in elevation in the channel adjacent to South Falls City for the duration of this
study. The river would not rise high enough in elevation to elevate groundwater levels in the
paleo-floodplain in the way that was observed in Forres and London (MacDonald, 2012)
(MacDonald, 2014). This elevation difference does make it quite suitable as a sink for drainage.
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Figure 4.3 - Results from participatory mapping exercise illustrate the South Falls City
drainage ditch network. Arrows indicate direction of ditch flow. Dotted arrows
show potential ditch alterations.
4.3 Hydrogeology
In order to evaluate possible flood remediation, this study characterized the following: (1)
the lithology and deposition of aquifers in South Falls City, (2) the geometries of those aquifers,
and 3) the hydraulic properties of those aquifers. The geologic of Falls City can be broadly
characterized in three separate stages. Before 50 Ma, Oregon’s coastline was far inland to the
east of today’s Cascade mountains. During the Eocene, rivers from the North American plate
deposited sediment offshore on top of actively spreading oceanic basalts. The second stage
started approximately 50 Ma, when a large section of this oceanic crust accreted onto the Pacific
Plate during the subduction process. This large terrane, formally known as Siletzia, was
compressed, deformed and uplifted to create Oregon’s Coast Range. The last stage occurred
over the last two million years, when precipitation and erosion eroded and incised the Coast
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Range into what we recognize today. Falls City is located on the center of Siletzia directly on top
of the marine sedimentary layers before they dip beneath the alluvium filled Willamette Valley
(Caldwell, 1993).
Figure 4.4 shows Falls City’s geologic context in detail. The brown unit indicates the
Yamhill Formation (Ty). The Yamhill is a “massive to thin-bedded concretionary, marine
siltstone” with interbedded sandstones from the middle to late Eocene (Walker and McLeod
1991), and it forms the predominant bedrock beneath South Falls City. The Yamhill siltstone
was deposited and lithified during the first geologic phase before the accretion of Siletzia. It is
part of a stratigraphic sequence found in the central Oregon Coast Range consisting of early
Eocene Siletz River Volcanics, Middle Eocene Tyee turbidite sequence, Yamhill siltstone, and
late Eocene Spencer Formation (Caldwell, 1993). The Siletz River Volcanics are thought to
form the basement rock of Siletzia. The Siletz River Volcanics outcrop just north of Figure 4.4.
The Yamhill Formation likely lies directly on top of the Siletz Volcanics (Caldwell, 1993). The
magenta units indicate small mafic intrusions that formed from subducting oceanic crust that
penetrated into higher crustal layers during the Oligocene. These intrusions are responsible for
the prominent peaks surrounding Falls City and the narrow gorge upstream that constricts the
Little Luckiamute River and thus affects the sediment deposited near Falls City. These mafic
intrusions, however, do not occur close enough to the flooding zone to affect the hydrogeology
of the system.
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Figure 4.4 - Magnification of Geohydrologic Map of Dallas-Monmouth Area with inset.
(adapted from Walker and McLeod, 1991).
The final phase of Falls City’s geologic history is shown in the yellow alluvial units in
Figure 4.4. These are depositions of Quaternary Older Alluvium (Qoal). Older Alluvium
consists of silt, clay and very fine sand with interbedded sand and gravel deposited during the
Holocene and Pleistocene (Walker and McLeod, 1991). The Older Alluvium unit increases in
thickness with distance from the Coast Range, reaching up to 85 feet near Monmouth and
Independence (Taylor, 2004). The sedimentary and volcanic Coast Range is the provenance of
these sediments. The geology underlying South Falls City explains much of its topography. The
Yamhill Formation west and south of the flooding zone forms steep hills covered in colluvium
and regolith. The flooding zone itself is starkly flat because it is a paleo-flood terrace deposited
by the Little Luckiamute.
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This study notes three specific observations about the deposition of the Older Alluvium
underlying South Falls City. First, Little Luckiamute River’s transition from steep, narrow
canyon to wide valley plain represents a hydraulic jump on a macro-scale. The wider channel
would slow channel flow, causing an increase in sediment deposition upon exiting the uplands.
Secondly, the South Falls City paleo-floodplain consists a heterogeneous mix of silt, sandy-silt,
and river cobbles in a silt matrix. Residents have repeatedly reported finding rounded cobbles
between 0.1 and 2 feet in diameter when digging on their properties. There is insufficient
evidence to discern whether the stream was braided or meandering, but either process would
create zones of high energy large sediment and low energy fine grained sediment. Third,
research suggests that this terrace was deposited at the transition from Pleistocene to Holocene.
Most rivers in the Central Coast Range host terraces of comparable thickness that deposited
before 9000 BCE on top of aggraded bedrock (Personius et al, 1992). This was likely due to
changes in stream discharge, sediment supply, and base sea level as global climates shifted at
this time (1992). When viewed as a longitudinal section, streams naturally erode towards an
equilibrium profile with low gradients towards the base level (typically the ocean). During the
Pleistocene, the Cascade Range deposited large alluvial fans filling the Willamette Valley and
pushing the river west towards the Coast Range (base level changes), and sea levels fluctuated
more than 300 feet (base level changes). These fluctuations likely deposited a series of flood
terraces (de Ridder, 1979). Base level changes would support a highly heterogeneous sediment
load in the South Falls City paleo-floodplain.
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4.3.1 Aquifer Geometry
The geometry of aquifer units was characterized. Based on surface elevations, field
observations, and geologic maps, it is reasonable to assume that the Yamhill Formation forms the
hills around South Falls City then slopes downwards. The Yamhill Formation is also exposed as
the bedrock of the Little Luckiamute River adjacent to South Falls City. The Older Alluvium
was deposited on top of the Yamhill Formation in South Falls City, but no direct information is
provided about the depth of the Older Alluvium. Unfortunately, no other wells exist in the South
Falls City neighborhood according to both records maintain by the Oregon Water Resources
Department or verbal accounts from Falls City residents.
Sixteen well logs adjacent to South Falls City provide indirect information about the
subsurface for this study (See Appendix 3). One well, POLK 526, is approximately 1500 feet
SSE of the flooding zone at 18998 Bridgeport Road. The well encountered 13 feet of alluvium
before a change to a blue gray unit (Yamhill Formation). Five other wells (POLK - 273, 584,
690, 703, and 276) are located downstream on the fringes of the same alluvium unit as South
Falls City. These wells show depths to the Yamhill Formation from varying from 9 to 16 feet.
Those wells, however, are at the base of the surrounding hills. The Little Luckiamute has incised
to bedrock roughly 25-30 feet below the surrounding alluvium according to LiDAR elevation
data. In general, well logs also indicate that the Older Alluvium unit thickens eastwards towards
Monmouth and Independence, matching findings in previous studies (Taylor, 2004) (Caldwell,
1993). The ridge just south of South Falls City is mapped as Yamhill Formation. The single well
log located on top of this ridge (53579) indicates 20-30 feet of sediment before reaching the
Yamhill formation. Ambiguity in the driller’s log likely reflects the presence of in-situ
weathered colluvium then a transition to unweathered blue-grey siltstone. The ridge is
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approximately 100 feet higher than South Falls City so the Yamhill Formation does create the
observed topography. Colluvium, terracing, and alluvial thickening to the east adhere well to
Taylor’s (2004) conceptual model of hillslope geomorphology.
Before October 2014, there was no direct evidence of alluvium depth in the South Falls
City neighborhood. As mentioned in Chapter 1, IWW used funds from the Water Resources
Research Act Section 104(b) to partner with the City of Falls City to fund the construction of one
monitoring well located on Scott and Marvin Van Horn’s property in the center of the
neighborhood (see Figure 4.3). The well was drilled on October 7th, 2014 by West Coast Well
Drilling (see Appendix 4). Drilling samples also provide other important information.
Proportions of sand, silt, and clay changed at certain depths, particularly at twelve feet. Rounded
cobbles with lithology matching units in the Coast Range were found at all depths. Samples
were dry until 8-10 feet, where moisture content increased steadily. The driller encountered
blue-grey siltstone at 13 feet. A sample at 17 feet contained fractured pieces of gray siltstone,
indicating unweathered bedrock past this depth. The driller continued to 30 feet with no change
in lithology. The results here confirm the geologic records of Older Alluvium deposited on top of
the Yamhill Formation. The results also determined exact depth to the Yamhill Formation at the
center of South Falls City. This geologic information is assembled into a block diagram in Figure
4.5.
The lithologic results from well drilling were then expanded using a shallow seismic
refraction survey. The survey was conducted parallel to the central ditch, examining depth of
alluvium to the Yamhill Formation. Figure 4.6 shows results of this study with the Van Horn
cross-section identifying the layers present. The refraction data were analyzed using a
gradational velocity model, instead of discrete layers.
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Analysis of the data indicate three specific findings about the subsurface of South Falls
City. First, low p-wave velocities (0.2-0.6 mi/sec) are present at the surface and thicken to the
east. These velocities indicate high porosity soils (Lillie et al., 1998). Second, a p-wave velocity
of 0.9 mi/sec, the approximate speed of saturated alluvium (Lillie et al., 1998), is found at
approximately 9 feet below ground level (BGL) adjacent to the Van Horn well. This matches the
observed water level in the monitoring well for September 23rd. Third, p-wave velocity quickly
increases to approximately 1.5 mi/sec at approximately 12 feet BGL adjacent to the well, which
corresponds with reported values for p-wave velocities in shales and siltstones (Lillie et al.,
1998). This depth matches observations from borehole results. Extrapolating that seismic
velocity across the profile indications that depth to bedrock increases to nearly 20 feet BGL to
the west and decreases to approximately 10 feet BGL to the east (see Figure 4.6). Thus, alluvium
depth decreases downstream. This contradicts the finding that Older Alluvium thickens to the
east (Taylor, 2004). It is observed over a much smaller length scale, however, and likely caused
by other depositional processes that dominate the eastward thickening. Second, the red colors
indicate
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Figure 4.5 - Cross section model of the geological context of South Falls City.
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Figure 4.6 - Seismic refraction survey results showing changes in seismic velocities in South Falls City subsurface. On the top
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4.3.2 Van Horn Monitoring Well Observations
The study investigates the hydrology and hydraulic properties of the South Falls City
subsurface. Pressure transducers were installed in the Van Horn well to monitor fluctuations in
the piezometric surface over time. Figure 4.7 shows the depth to water in the monitoring well
from October 2014 through December 2015 as well as the daily precipitation on the same time
scale. The hydrograph demonstrates several important aquifer characteristics, supported by
citizen observations. At the end of the summer, the water table falls to more than 10.0 feet
below ground level (BGL). As rains begin in the winter, the water table rises quickly in response
to large precipitation events as the aquifer begins recharging. During the recharging phase, the
water table still increases after the precipitation event. This could be caused from moisture still
traveling downward through the alluvium, groundwater flow from the surrounding topography,
or groundwater flow from different units (alluvium heterogeneity or Yamhill Formation).
During the recharging phase, the drainage ditch network does not have water flowing through it.
Once the water level has reached approximately 2.5 feet BGL, the drainage ditch network,
located at a lower elevation than the well, begins to flow. At this level, well levels show
increased sensitivity to rainfall, rising to nearly 0.5 feet BGL. After a precipitation event, the
well level drops quickly until flattening out at approximately 2.5 feet BGL. This spike repeats
with each precipitation event until rains decrease as spring arrives. When the rainfall decreases,
the water in the monitoring well begins to fall quickly. This is roughly the same time that
residents report that ditches stop flowing each year. Without additional rain, the water levels
drop over the summer nearly to the depth of the underlying Yamhill Formation.
The observed well fluctuations are compared with nearby surface elevations and seasonal
drainage patterns to determine surface-groundwater interactions. Figure 4.8 shows a LIDAR
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derived elevation profile from the Van Horn monitoring well to the central ditch located
approximately 200 feet to the south. Based on LIDAR data, the well is at a surface elevation of
342.0 feet, while the ditch is at 339.5 feet, exactly 2.5 feet lower than the well. This correlates
directly to hydrograph response in which the piezometric surface in Figure 4.7 flattens out at
approximately 2.5 feet after precipitation events quickly increase groundwater levels. This
suggests the shallow alluvial aquifer near the well and the central ditch are hydraulically
connected.

Figure 4.7 - Water level fluctuations in the Van Horn monitoring well from October 2014
thru December 2015. Transducer data was available from 12/7/2014 to
12/4/2015.
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Figure 4.8 - Cross section from the Van Horn monitoring well to the nearby central drainage
ditch. The difference in elevation is 2.5 feet.
The elevation of the central drainage ditch is compared to areas of persistent surface
ponding. Tracy Young lives at the southwest corner of South Falls City right at the foot of the
Yamhill Formation hills (see Figure 4.1). Her property actually sits 0.5 to 1.0 feet lower than the
surrounding properties as well. The Young property experiences drastic and persistent flooding
during the winter months. Several of her seven acres are often underwater for more than a week
after large precipitation events. While there is no monitoring well adjacent to the Young
property, elevation between the ditch and well (Figure 4.8) combined with hydrograph
fluctuations (Figure 4.7) confirms a hydraulic connection. Figure 4.9 shows an elevation profile
from the central ditch to the area that is typically flooded on the Young property. The seasonally
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ponded area of the Young property is less than 0.5 inches below of the central ditch elevation.
This suggests that the water table is actually intersecting the surface at the Young property
during the rainy season.

Figure 4.9 - Elevation profile along Tracy Young’s property to the adjacent ditch. This
location has the most persistent surface ponding in South Falls City.
The study examines the elevations from the well to the nearby Little Luckiamute River.
Figure 4.10 shows an elevation profile from the Van Horn monitoring well to the river with an
inset photo of observed flooding during one December 2015 storm. The surface ponding is
approximately 1.5 feet above the observed water table. Although there is no monitoring well to
directly compare the piezometric surface to the surface ponding, this type of ponding is observed
across all of South Falls City during high rain events. The surface ponding likely reflects the
intersection of the water table with the ground surface, in which the aquifer is fully saturated or
“supercharged”.
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Figure 4.10 - Cross section from Van Horn well to the Little Luckiamute with photo indicating
observed surface ponding in December 2015.
South Falls City residents also reported that, during the winter months, several springs
begin flowing out of the hillslopes south of the flooding region (Figure 4.1). The central
drainage ditch actually begins as several small gullies appearing along the hillslope to the west of
Sheldon Avenue, indicating that the water table intersects the surface at those points. By
comparison, residents in Compton, a small village in the UK plagued by groundwater flooding,
noted that small bodies of water would appear in early winter and disappear by the spring (Finch
et al, 2004). One spring in particular emerged where hillslope gradient increased quickly. These
springs observed in South Falls City mirror the observations in groundwater flooding studies in
the UK.
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4.3.3 Conceptual Model of Groundwater Fluctuation in South Falls City
The direct observations made in section 4.3.2 are combined and synthesized with findings
in other groundwater studies to create a comprehensive conceptual model of hydrogeology in
South Falls City. Figure 4.11 shows a cross section from south to north through the flooding
zone. The figure shows the geometry of geologic units and also illustrates four distinct time steps
throughout a given year, with the resulting changes in groundwater level. This model
extrapolates the Van Horn well hydrograph across the entire aquifer. It demonstrates the
relationship between ditch flow and groundwater level during seasonal fluctuations.
Figure 4.12 shows three time steps in a given winter flood event in the following
conditions: (1) aquifer is primed just before flood event, (2) aquifer is supercharged during flood
event, and (3) groundwater flooding persists after flooding event. This sequence outlines several
hydraulic influences that likely exacerbate groundwater flooding in South Falls City. First,
based on hydraulic principles, groundwater likely flows from surrounding hills to properties like
Tracy Young’s that sit at the base of this topography. Similarly, wells at the base of hills in
Forres experienced the highest water level rise after precipitation events (MacDonald et al,
2014). It should be noted that flows in the Little Luckiamute River do increase significantly
during winter months, especially during precipitation events. The river stage, however, is
typically 25 to 30 feet lower than the floodplain above. Observations of a hand painted bridge
gage during flood events showed that the river surface fluctuates no more than five feet. In
comparison, water tables in Forres and Oxford during the rainy season responded quickly to
stream level because they were within 0.5 to 2.0 feet of the stream (MacDonald et al, 2012,
2014). The authors conclude that the rise in stream level would not affect the rise in
groundwater level because the water table sits 15 to 20 feet above than the highest stage level.

Spring (Mar-May)

Fall (Oct-Nov)

Figure 4.11 - This schematic illustrates groundwater fluctuations in South Falls City over the course of one year based on
observations in the Van Horn monitoring well and the citizen observations of surface water changes.

Winter (Dec-Feb)
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Frame 1 shows the aquifer
in mid-winter when it is
primed to flood. Monitoring
well level = 2.5 feet BGL.

Frame 2 shows the aquifer
during a flood event when it
is supercharged. Because
the ditch is lower than
surrounding elevations, it
acts as a sink.

Frame 3 shows the aquifer
in the days following a
flood event when the
monitoring well level
returns to 2.5 feet BGL and
most surface ponding has
dissipated.

Figure 4.12 - These sequence depicts the groundwater hydraulics that result from large flood events in
South Falls City. Note the role of the central ditch as a source in frame three, exacerbating flooding on
properties to the south.
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Lastly, the role of the central ditch at this point along the paleo-floodplain likely
oscillates between source and sink based on groundwater levels. When the aquifer supercharges
and water table reaches the ground surface across the entire aquifer, the ditch lies below the
water table and likely receives flow (Figure 4.12, Frame 2). Days after a supercharge event,
upstream springs maintain flow in the central ditch. Levels in the monitoring well, however,
slowly fall below the elevation of the drainage. The central ditch acts as a groundwater source at
this point, which maintains the approximate depth of 2.5 feet in the monitoring well. The
monitoring well is located north of the ditch where groundwater can discharge to the Little
Luckiamute River which lies roughly 25-30 feet below the floodplain. South of the ditch,
however, the water table remains high because the hills to the south continue to discharge
groundwater to the floodplain. These hills likely contribute water from the Yamhill Formation
and overlying colluvium. The ditch and the hills maintain an elevated water table south of the
ditch (Figure 4.12, Frame 3). Any topographic low experiences acute groundwater flooding that
persist for days or weeks after flooding events. Groundwater north of the ditch is able to
discharge to the river. There are fewer topographic low points so groundwater flooding is less
prevalent and quickly drains after flood events.
This conceptual model aligns with residents’ observations. Early winter rainfall slowly
charges the aquifer, raising it to within 2-3 feet of ground level. Steep hillslopes to the south
funnel additional groundwater to the flat neighborhood. The central drainage ditch begins
running once the aquifer reaches this equilibrium. The ditch also functions as a constant head
boundary, keeping water tables elevated. With the ditch and topography maintaining this
elevated water table equilibrium, the aquifer becomes supercharged during intense rainfall.
Ponding is observed everywhere because the water table is directly below or intersecting the
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surface. The extensive surface ponding observed at the Young property persists for weeks
because the topography and central ditch maintain elevated head boundaries on either side.
Lastly, once rains stop midway through spring, the water table subsides. When the central ditch
stops flowing, the observed well level falls quickly until the end of the summer when the
seasonal flooding cycle repeats.

4.4 South Falls City Aquifer Properties
Chapter 5 of this study evaluates drainage remediation methods to reduce nuisance water
in South Falls City. To predict the effectiveness of various dewatering methods, aquifer
parameters like hydraulic conductivity, porosity, and specific yield must be characterized.
Available data include existing soil surveys, published hydrogeologic surveys in other deposits
of Older Alluvium, and, most importantly, direct aquifer testing performed in the Van Horn well
itself.
Gonthier (1983) and Caldwell (1993) analyzed over 1500 well records from the DallasMonmouth-Falls City region. Gonthier reports averaged and median values for storage
coefficient and hydraulic conductivity of both Older Alluvium and Yamhill Formation (see Table
4.1). This effort is the most comprehensive review of hydrogeology in the area. Caldwell’s
1993 thesis also investigated local hydrogeology but simply restates the findings of Gonthier’s
report. The National Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) soil records reports a variety of
soil properties. South Falls City contains two primary soil types: Briedwell Silt Loam and
Coburg Silty Clay Loam. Hydraulic conductivity is reported as a Ksat value. See Table 4.1 for
specific values. Also of note, the classifications confirm high clay and silt with low sand content.
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Other soil units are present, but they make up a very small portion of the floodplain and their
saturated hydraulic conductivities are within the same order of magnitude.
Several slug tests were attempted on Van Horn well on two separate occasions, but a high
water table and small well diameter confined the maximum slug size. The largest slug possible
was 0.48 gallons. This small volume would likely only affect the sand pack immediately
surrounding the well. As a consequence, the results of all slug tests are considered invalid.
Pumping tests were completed on the Van Horn monitoring well (see Appendix 6 for
methodology). Using the Cooper-Jacob method (1946), distinct patterns are observed in
drawdown data. Both Test 3 and 4 show concave upward curvature, indicating irregular
drawdown in the first 30 to 45 seconds. This is likely due to well loss and wells storage effects
(Chapuis, 1992). After this initial change, 2-3 linear sections with distinct slopes are observed as
indicated in Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 in Appendix 6. A Theis curve is fitted to each of these
sections (1935). During drawdown, hydraulic conductivity averaged 0.98 feet/day. During
aquifer recovery, hydraulic conductivity averaged 0.88 feet/day which matches soil aquifer
reported in Table 4.1.
Several notes should be made regarding the pumping test results. First, no observation
wells were available to monitor drawdown away from the well so only pumping well drawdown
was used, which introduces error associated with well storage. This also limits the ability to
estimate specific yield, so an initial value of 0.1 was assumed for pumping test analysis based on
previously observed values in similar aquifers (Istok and Dawson, 1991). The saturated
thickness of the aquifer was ten feet, which limits both the logistics and mathematical analysis of
the pumping test. Water level was drawn down from 3 feet BGL to 9 feet BGL, so the saturated
thickness was reduced to approximately four feet at the well. DuPuit-Forscheimer assumption
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(one-dimensional, non-vertical flow) serves as the base conceptual model for all aquifer testing
(Istok and Dawson, 1991), but the amount of drawdown introduces radial flow and violates those
assumptions. Despite these logistical constraints and breakdowns in model assumptions, test
results from aquifer testing were very consistent.
The difference between calculated hydraulic conductivity in the Van Horn well and
reported values could have multiple sources. First, the Older Alluvium unit consists of alluvial
deposits that likely have a huge range of grain sizes, depositional mechanisms, and
heterogeneity. South Falls City could simply consist of finer and more densely packed sediment
than typical Older Alluvium deposits reported by Gonthier (1983) elsewhere. Second, South
Falls City itself could have large variations in grain size and consolidation. By definition, Older
Alluvium is a paleo-floodplain or stream terrace. The Little Luckiamute either meandered or
braided across the entire river valley. Residents report finding rounded cobbles across South
Falls City, which supports this finding. This varying stream deposition could create highly
varied pockets of gravel and cobbles with lenses of finer clays and silts as outlined. Third, the
geologic and hydrologic conditions violate limiting assumptions of the analytical methods. These
sources of uncertainty constrain the external validity of pumping test results.
Table 4.1 lists the possible values for hydraulic conductivity for South Falls City aquifer
units, but unfortunately, these values differ by almost three orders of magnitude. In a 1983
OWRD report, Gonthier wrote, “The principal aquifers in the unconsolidated deposits are
saturated sand or gravel in terrace deposits, older alluvium, and younger alluvium. Small
quantities of water are obtained from finer grained materials, but they are not significant
aquifers. Sand-and-gravel layers in the terrace deposits and in older alluvium generally are local
in extent and less than 10 feet thick. Near Independence, however, sand-and-gravel layers in the
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older alluvium range from 10 to 45 feet in thickness over an area of several square miles.” Wells
referenced in this study are dug with the intention to extract water. They are typically in thicker,
larger deposits of Older Alluvium located further east near Monmouth where sand and gravel
layers are 10-45 feet thick (see Figure 4.3). It is reasonable to conclude that the median value
reported for Older Alluvium hydraulic conductivity (19 feet/day) is skewed heavily towards the
sand and gravel deposits, thus it overestimates hydraulic conductivity for South Falls City
alluvial aquifer.
The NRCS soil survey data report hydraulic conductivities of 0.86 feet/day and 2.55
feet/day which is very close to pumping test results (0.88 feet/day to 0.96 feet/day). The surveys
also give spatial variation in soil composition and hydraulic conductivity, but the dataset also
cautions that spatial information does not have adequate resolution to be used for reference. The
NRCS soil data also only describes the first 4.5 feet of depth. Groundwater control measures
evaluated in Chapter 5 aim to dewater this shallow depth. Thus, the NRCS values do provide a
reasonable hydraulic conductivity, but cannot be used reliably to infer spatial variation in aquifer
properties.
Because NRCS soil data and pumping test data consistently report values within 0.8
feet/day and 2.55 feet/day, this study will assume the hydraulic conductivity of the South Falls
City aquifer to be 1.0 feet/day. This value was used as the most likely hydraulic conductivity to
evaluate potential potential groundwater control measures. Based on likely aquifer heterogeneity
and additional reported hydraulic conductivity values, however, the study also applied a
hydraulic conductivity of 19 feet/day to each groundwater control method (Gonthier, 1983).
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Table 4.1. Estimates for hydraulic conductivity and storage coefficient for South Falls City alluvial aquifer.
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CHAPTER 5 - GROUNDWATER CONTROL MEASURES
The second phase of this research investigates strategies that could be used to to lower
the water table and thus potentially relieve conflict over nuisance water management in South
Falls City. The joint fact-finding mission thus far helped manage conflict and gather
information. By integrating citizen science and empirical investigation, we have developed a
conceptual model of the groundwater hydraulics in South Falls City and how they contribute to
stormwater flooding. This model indicates that the water table rises to within 1-3 feet of the
surface across most of South Falls City during the winter months and the aquifer full saturates
during large precipitation events. This creates surface ponding, disrupts septic tank operation,
and exacerbates surface flooding during the wet season. The next step is to evaluate
groundwater control measures and their ability to reduce or eliminate surface flooding, as well as
align with sensitive human parameters imposed by the conflict.

5.1 Approaching Groundwater Control
Engineering measures are evaluated on their ability to control groundwater levels and
thus reduce flooding in South Falls City. Figure 5.1 illustrates that large rain events during
October and November elevate the water table. That time period still experiences steady rainfall
and large precipitation events without any surface flooding occurring, as the aquifer is not fully
saturated. Once the groundwater levels have risen to approximately 2.5 feet within the
monitoring well, rainfall translates into pluvial and fluvial flooding. If water levels are lowered
to the elevation typically seen in October or November, presumably South Falls City can receive
moderate precipitation events (e.g. 1-2 in/day) without the surface flooding symptoms typical of
December, January, and February. This will also allow for septic tanks to operate properly.
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Figure 5.1 – Van Horn monitoring well hydrograph indicating when precipitation causes
surface flooding. Precipitation events in October and November do not cause flooding when
the water table is still more than three feet BGL.
Groundwater control can also be thought of as a large scale regional approach or small
scale site specific. Regional groundwater control typically involves land use or water use
changes that affect largescale water budgets (Brown and Caldwell, 2015). Specific site
groundwater control refers to engineered drainage techniques at the local scale. Groundwater
control can be achieved by moving water out of the subsurface or preventing water from
recharging the aquifer. Lastly, groundwater control must consider surface-groundwater
interactions. The divide between groundwater and surface water often blurs when draining the
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subsurface. This is evident in Falls City where the drainage network is channeling groundwater
out of the system; stormwater in South Falls City is hydraulically connected to groundwater and
should be treated as a single system. Recognizing this connectivity is key to reaching a technical
solution, but it is also very important to demonstrate to stakeholders. Removing water from the
subsurface is the same reservoir that feeds the ditches that have caused neighbor wars.

5.2 Human Boundary Conditions
All engineering efforts, from bridge building to car manufacturing, are bound by
conditions imposed by the natural world. Land and resource management, like the disputes in
South Falls City, often involve complex interpersonal dynamics. These interactions impose
human boundary conditions upon the possible solutions. A given solution might be technically
or physically feasible, but stakeholder opinion or group values might make that solution
completely impossible. To a more practical degree, human boundary conditions might simply
require adaptation or sensitive presentation of a technical solution. Because this study addresses
water conflict and groundwater control equally, human boundary conditions are considered
alongside technical feasibility. Each mitigation method is evaluated in terms of its technical
effectiveness as well as its interpersonal effectiveness. A technically feasible solution that
violates several human boundary conditions is largely ineffective. These implications must be
incorporated into the cost benefit analysis to reach a tenable solution.
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5.3 Groundwater Control Method Evaluation
5.3.1 Ditch Maintenance
As the drainage network ages, many ditches have accumulated sediment or significant
vegetation growth. This has decreased depth and surface area of the channel, elevated the ditch,
and thus impeded the ability of the ditch network to channel excess water from the system.
Many stakeholders have proposed removal of the sediment and vegetation from ditches as a way
to increase carrying capacity and to reduce winter flooding. To evaluate the effectiveness of
ditch maintenance, a simple Manning’s Equation calculator (Haws, 2016) was used to vary
roughness coefficients based on level of ditch maintenance to observe changes in the resulting
depth in the channel. Higher roughness coefficients reflect increased vegetation in the channel
(Figure 5.2). Lower roughness coefficients reflect well maintained ditches. When channel
roughness is increased, channel depth increases. Increasing channel depth in a given ditch will
decrease the hydraulic gradient driving subsurface drainage. In the most extreme case (n = 0.025
for a gravel earth channel vs. n = 0.075 for wide channel with heavy brush) (Arcement and
Schneider, 1989), the channel depth increased from 0.44 feet to 0.69 feet. This increase in
channel depth increased the height of the water table by 0.2 feet as far as 100 feet from the ditch
(see Figure 5.2). Thus, keeping ditches clear of vegetation and sediment can increase drainage
from the subsurface.
Community ditch maintenance promotes teamwork and collaboration, is cost effective
and helps mitigate conflict. It has a very small impact in residents because it requires no
additional infrastructure. One drawback is that downstream landowners discourage ditch
maintenance because it could increase discharge and increase risk of flood damage.
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Figure 5.2 - This conceptual diagram demonstrates dewatering potential from changes in
channel roughness through removal of vegetation.
5.3.2 Land Cover Change
Residents and stakeholders claimed that various land use and land cover changes had
changed the hydrology of South Falls City. They pointed to new houses, removal of trees, and
large plots of row crops as potential causes of the observed increase in flood events and
magnitude. A few basic hydrologic principles help determine validity of these ideas. Trees are
often thought of natural pumps. Some trees can uptake as much as 100 gallons per day, but that
typically occurs during the summer when potential evapotransipiration (ET) is highest (Fazio,
2016). Averaged measured ET in Corvallis, OR from 12/1/14 through 2/28/2015, when
stormwater flooding occurs, was 0.027 inches per day (Agrimet, 2016) compared to an average
.38 inches per day of measured precipitation in Falls City (Appendix 1). ET was likely lower in
Falls City at a wetter, higher, and cooler elevation. This gross imbalance in the water budget,
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which also causes flooding, suggests that transpiration of groundwater by single trees is
negligible.
Overall land cover changes, however, might have considerable effects on flood
hydrology. Trees and vegetation act as a flood buffer through canopy interception. Rainfall or
canopy interception refers to the proportion of given precipitation that lands on various
vegetation and is either stored on leaves and branches, or is evaporated into the atmosphere from
the vegetation. The NRCS Curve-Number Method is a widely used rainfall-runoff model
developed based on empirical relationships between land cover, soil types, and observed
hydrograph responses from precipitation (NRCS, 1986). This method can help estimate changes
in runoff intensity based on changes in Falls City. Using Google Earth’s historical imagery tool,
aerial photographs from 1994 and 2014 are used to analyze changes (see Figure 5.3). The
polygon tool is used to estimate relative area of tree removal and conversion to farmland. The
Curve Number Method here is simply used to calculate Vmax, which estimates a watershed’s
ability to store rainwater during precipitation events. Vmax = 2.49 for 1994, and Vmax = 2.26
for 2014, a reduction of 9% storage. This indicates that 9% more water is either discharged
through the drainage network or infiltrates and thus raises the water table in South Falls City.
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Figure 5.3 – Aerial photographs showing land cover changes that alter watershed response.
5.3.3 Ditch Excavation
Many residents in South Falls City also recommend deepening ditches to control surface
water. This is evaluated using the Dupuit Equation, approximating the elevation of the water
table between two known head values (Istok and Dawson, 1991). Figure 5.4 shows the results of
this analysis. Note that varying hydraulic conductivity will not change the shape of the water
table because the Dupuit Equation assumes steady state flow. Higher or lower hydraulic
conductivity will change how quickly a ditch is able to drain the subsurface in a transient model.
Deepening ditches will create considerable drawdown. The deeper the ditch, the greater the
drawdown. Parallel ditches can also be dug to sum drawdown and achieveType equation here.
far greater water table control (see section 5.3.4). Ditches, however, are limited by their depth
because they become unstable and pose safety risks when dug more than a few feet. Ditch
excavation has a large surface footprint and would require an invasive installation process with
much ground disturbance. Analysis in this study only takes horizontal flow, neglecting vertical
or radial flow. Greater drawdown could be achieved by widening ditches (Van Beers, 1976).
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This increase in surface area decreases resistance of radial flow to the ditch and increases
groundwater to discharge to the channel.
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Figure 5.4 - Dewatering potential from ditch excavation to various depths.
5.3.4 Drain Tiles
Standard agricultural practice for controlling high water tables involves installation of
porous parallel pipes several feet below ground level, more commonly known as drain tiles.
These are typically installed between three and four deep and are spaced according to
permeability of the soil (NRCS, 2001). An iterative form of the Hoohgoudt equation was used to
calculate the required spacing of drains (NRCS, 2001). Input parameters were manipulated to
determine sensitivity of the analytical model to individual variation. The first iteration was
solved based on the most accurate data assembled by this study: hydraulic conductivity = 1.0
feet/day, 2 feet of desired drawdown, drains are 10.0 feet above bedrock unit, a drainage
coefficient of .0278, with 4” corrugated piping. Table 5.1 below shows calculated spacing based
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on variable manipulation. Figure 5.5 provides a conceptual model of drain tile operation with
various aquifer properties.
Condition

Spacing (feet)

K = 1ft/day, 2 feet of drawdown (standard)

24.6

Magnitude increase in K

125.1

Magnitude Decrease in K

8.0

1.0 feet of drawdown

45.7

2.5 feet of drawdown

13.0

Table 5.1 – Calculated drain tile spacing based on different changes in input variables.
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<

Figure 5.5 – Drain tile spacing as a function of various aquifer properties.
Drain tile spacing is extremely important to calculate because it determines the price of
the system. Spacing computed here indicates that drains should be located 24.6 feet apart to
achieve 2 feet of drawdown above drain level. Drain tiles would involve a significant cost
upfront. They would need to be installed on most of South Falls City to be effective, which
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would interfere with surface structures i.e. trees, houses, roads. They would also require a larger
drain to feed into that would eventually reach the river. Drain tiles, however, would be
extremely effective at preventing floodwaters. Once installed they would have no footprint and
require almost no maintenance.
5.3.5 Dewatering Wells
Groundwater pumping wells are another standard method of lowering water tables in
very specific locations like construction or remediation sites. Dewatering potential was
evaluated using a numerical model, AquiferWin32 (Environmental Simulations Inc., 2013). This
model was used to evaluate the drawdown achieved with a multiple well system on a 1000 foot
by 1500 foot plot used to approximate the conditions of the South Falls City aquifer. The model
calculated drawdown using the Neuman solution which is better suited to the unconfined aquifer
in South Falls City (Neuman, 1972). Figure 5.6 shows the results after 80 day of pumping using
1.0 feet per day for hydraulic conductivity. A three well field can achieve 1.25 feet of drawdown
100 feet from the well and 0.4 feet of drawdown in the center of the well field. Figure 5.7 shows
calculated drawdown using 19 ft/day for hydraulic conductivity. In this scenario, a three well
field could now achieve 5.5 feet of drawdown at the center of the well field. Based on model
results, dewatering wells would be able to achieve moderate to high levels of water table control,
but drawdown is extremely sensitive to aquifer heterogeneity and variation in hydraulic
conductivity.
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Figure 5.6 – Calculated height of water table from AquiferWin32 using a three well system
to induce drawdown on a system using 1.0 ft/day for hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 5.7 – Calculated height of water table from AquiferWin 32 based on a three well
system. Hydraulic conductivity was increased to 19 ft/day and pumping rates
were increased to 3000 ft3/day.
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSION
This study is grounded both in academics and in the gritty conflict in South Falls City.
For this reason, the final chapter addresses the research objectives and determines if the
questions were answered by this study. The study concludes with final recommendations to the
residents of South Falls City to guide their flood mitigation efforts as they go forward.

6.1 Evaluation of Groundwater Control Methods
Chapter Four examined the relationship between water levels in the Van Horn monitoring
well and observed flooding. Citizen observations provided key spatiotemporal information about
neighborhood’s hydrology, including the hillslope springs to the south and flow patterns of the
ditch network. Water level fluctuations in the Van Horn monitoring well combined with surface
elevation data strongly suggest that the ditch network is hydraulically connected to the aquifer
during the wet season, and that that surface ponding at the Young property is an example of true
groundwater flooding (Robins and Finch, 2012). These observations are aligned with the
methods used in other studies to verify groundwater flooding in other regions (MacDonald et al,
2014) (Brown and Caldwell, 2016) (Finch et al, 2004). The data available in this study are not
robust enough to determine what percent of flooding originates as overland flow (pluvial
flooding) vs what percent derives from subsurface flow (groundwater flooding). It is
unmistakable, however, that groundwater contributes significantly to the observed flooding in
South Falls City, thus meeting the first research objective of this study.
The second research question examines the ability of each specific groundwater control
method to reduce both flooding and conflict. Chapter Five described the general effectiveness of
each groundwater control method. These methods are evaluated here in the context of conflict
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between stakeholders in South Falls City, as summarized in Table 6.1 below. The more passive
methods like ditch maintenance and land cover improvements may not be as effective as others,
but they have very positive interpersonal effects. These measures could serve as cooperative
measures for stakeholders to demonstrate that they are taking personal measures to reduce
nuisance water flooding. Using Stanley’s Mayordomo framework, stakeholders could by
meeting each September to walk all of the ditches and work cooperatively to clear them of debris
and sediment. Results indicate that this would not appreciably drain groundwater, but it would
bring residents to work together and communicate, likely reducing conflict considerably.
The active dewatering methods, which include ditch excavation, drain tiles, and pumping
wells, are much more varied in their ability to reduce conflict (Table 6.1). Several landowners
have expressed that they will not allow any more ditch excavation past their houses. Other
landowners insist that ditch enhancement is the best way to alleviate flooding. This argument
sits at the very core of the upstream-downstream conflict over floodwater management in South
Falls City; it pits neighbor against neighbor. Ditch excavation could achieve moderate
groundwater drainage if dug more than 2.0 feet deeper, however ditches at this depth would
likely be prone to erosion, contribute large amounts of sediment into the Little Luckiamute
River, and also pose a real safety hazard for residents in South Falls City. Ditch excavation
would also require coordination between Polk County, the City of Falls City, and all residents in
South Falls City. When evaluated against the human boundary conditions, ditch excavation does
not appear optimal.

Footprint and Maintenance è

Pros

Low to
Moderate

Deep Ditch
Required, Sediment
Discharge, Frequent
Maintenance
Many Lines Needed,
Invasive Installation,
Limited by Surface
Structures
Requires Power,
Vulnerable to
Mechanical Failure,
Many Wells
Required

Uses Existing
Infrastructure, Simple
Implementation
Little Long-Term
Maintenance, Limited
Surface Disruption
Small Surface
Footprint, Largely
Uninvasive
Installation, Use
Existing Infrastructure

Ditch
Excavation

Drain Tiles

Pumping
Wells

Moderate to
High

Moderate to
High

Low to
Moderate

Long Lead Time,
Often Irreversible
Changes, High Risk
For Conflict

Neighborhood
Aesthetics, Retards
Flooding

Low

Dewatering
Potential

Frequent
Maintenance

Cons

Land Use
Changes

Low Cost,
Ditch
Cooperative, Uses
Maintenance Existing Infrastructure

Proposed
Solution
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Table 6. 1 – Summary of groundwater control methods evaluated on effectiveness, cost, and conflict context.

è

Expense ç

ç

$10,000 per well

$1-$4 per foot
installed. $5000
per property

1 ft depth:
$1,500;
3 ft depth:
$10,000 to
$25,000

Local: $50 to
$500;
Basin: $1,000 to
$5,000

$0 to $500

Estimated
Cost
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Drain tile installation and dewatering wells have high dewatering potential and are
predicted to be successful when evaluated against the conflict in South Falls City. By increasing
subsurface storage, moderate rainstorms would still be able to infiltrate without widespread
surface ponding in South Falls City. Drain tiles and dewatering wells would eliminate the finger
pointing that results from surface drainage diversions. Upstream landowners would not struggle
as much with surface ponding. Ditches would also likely not carry as much water, reducing
concerns for downstream landowners. Both measures would also likely improve septic tank
function during the rainy season. Initial installation of drain tiles will be intrusive and require
cooperation between landowners, but they would be hidden from view and would require little
maintenance once installed. Tiles are expensive, however; cost is the main barrier to their
implementation. By lowering the water table before large storms arrive, the impact of incoming
precipitation would be greatly reduced. If the perceived cause of flooding can be focused on the
hydrogeologic environment, stakeholders could rally behind a common flag to attack the source
from below.
While the active groundwater control measures, could be hydrologically effective for the
local community, these change would likely have unintended consequences as well. Drain tiles
or dewatering wells would likely cause the drainage ditches to stop running for many months.
For example, many residents have expressed that they enjoy the aesthetics of having a “backyard
water feature.” These measures might also decrease soil moisture available for plants in the
summertime. Many residents have noted that the excess precipitation in the winter brings the
moisture that allows for the lush vegetation growing through the summertime.
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6.2 Surface Water Recommendations
The scope of this research has focused on understanding and solving the problem of
nuisance water from a groundwater perspective. Throughout the joint fact-finding mission,
however, residents identified specific problems with the drainage ditch network that could be
easily be modified and would likely reduce flooding symptoms. Results from the August 2015
Watershed Forum and topographic analysis of LIDAR data indicate five specific measures, as
indicated in Figure 6.1.
1. The ditch on the west side of Frost Road runs through a culvert under Bridgeport Road
and then discharges onto the Young property topographic low. As evidenced by the
LIDAR elevation map, this shunts water westward to an area with inhibited drainage.
This flow could be diverted under Bridgeport Ave eastwards to the current ditch so that it
discharges to a less flood-vulnerable location.
2. The culvert that carries the central ditch beneath Sheldon Avenue is undersized and
poorly graded so that much of the water is carried via Bridgeport Avenue to the
topographic low on the Young property. The culvert could be resized and regraded to
decrease the amount of stormwater flowing onto the Young property.
3. LIDAR elevation imagery indicates that topography on the agricultural land east of
Waymire Road drains naturally to the Little Luckiamute River. Surface ponding and
runoff from Frost Road could be diverted under Waymire Road towards the Little
Luckiamute River.
4. The ditch running north along Waymire Road is poorly graded and likely exacerbates
groundwater flooding observed on the Avery property. This ditch could be regraded to
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improve flow towards the central ditch before it discharges to the Little Luckiamute
River.
5. The topographic low on the Young property currently does not have sufficient gradient to
drain north to the central drainage ditch. A drain between this low point and the central
ditch directly to the east would have sufficient gradient. This potential diversion would
bisect two properties to the east. This option is also proposed by the author and not
approved by Falls City residents.

It should be noted that these recommendations are not intended to solve the groundwater
dynamics of flooding in South Falls City. They are straightforward and potentially effective
ways to use current topography to improve drainage from vulnerable areas of flooding. These
items should serve as starting points for community discussions targeted at developing formal
engineering strategies to mitigate flooding.

6.3 Recommendations for Further Research
This study provides observations about the hydrogeology of South Falls City and identify
viable solutions for flooding and conflict alike, but there are still critical data gaps that should be
filled before determining the best course of action with any degree of certainty. First, additional
monitoring wells are needed for three reasons: (1) confirm depth to bedrock in several key
locations, (2) triangulate groundwater flow direction (3) and most importantly, to determine if
aquifer properties are consistent across the paleo-floodplain. The depositional environment, well
logs from other outcrops of Older Alluvium, and citizen observations indicate that grain size
varies across the floodplain, heterogeneity exists, and that hydraulic conductivity likely varies.

Figure 6.1 – Proposed modifications for drainage network. Items 1-4 have been agreed upon by residents. Item five is
suggested by the author. These surface diversions are not intended to solve the groundwater flooding. They will
likely improve the symptoms of the flooding by improving surface drainage and decreasing flow to vulnerable
areas.
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Well cuttings and additional aquifer testing would answer this question. Sensitivity analysis of
various dewatering methods demonstrate the importance of collecting accurate values for
hydraulic conductivity.
Several other hydrogeologic techniques could be used in future research. One could
perform a quantitative water budget analysis of surface water, groundwater, and interactions
between the two. Brown and Caldwell’s (2015) report on the South Platte River could serve as a
model in determining the magnitude of each source of water in the flooding systems. Using
more quantitative geographic information system analysis on land cover and could give more
reliable estimates of the effects of land-use change. A water budget analysis would guide which
type of groundwater management system would be most effective at different regions of South
Falls City. A properly licensed professional engineer would be required to design a drainage
system for South Falls City including the infrastructure and permitting necessary to divert water
to the Little Luckiamute River. Soil geochemistry and water quality should be evaluated before
the implementation of a largescale drainage approach, with follow-up monitoring as needed.

6.4 Next Steps for the Falls City
The residents of Falls City now have a clear path laid out. They know more about the
dynamics of nuisance water than before. They have several mitigation options to pursue with a
general sense of effectiveness, cost, and feasibility. During the Third Watershed Forum, residents
identified potential sources of funding including the Oregon Water Resources Department
(OWRD), the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), Oregon Department of
Health Services (DHS), the Oregon Farm Bureau, Polk County Technical Assistance, the NRCS
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Regional Conservation Partnership, and the city of Falls City. Residents also discussed
developing a local improvement district to raise funds directly.
The residents of South Falls City could improve likelihood of securing outside funding if
they were able to raise money from several sources, create a cost sharing partnership, and
demonstrate a cohesive water management strategy. Residents should explicitly decide and
agree upon a combination of mitigation strategies that meet human boundary conditions and that
will provide sufficient flood management. Performing ditch maintenance as a group is
recommended as the next step in improving trust and communication, creating consensus on
mitigation strategies, and demonstrating dedication to outside funders. The results of this study
will act as a technical guide for a certified professional to develop and design a full mitigation
strategy that can reduce flooding risks and conflict for the residents of South Falls City.
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Appendix 1. Precipitation Data

Annual Precipitation Near Falls City, 1950 2015
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Appendix 2 – Watershed Forum Summaries
2.1 – October 2013 Forum Summary
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Appendix 3 - Summary of well logs near Falls City and their relative location. (Oregon Water Resources Department).
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Appendix 4 - Seismic Refraction Equipment and Methods
A seismic refraction survey was conducted on September 23 and 24, 2015. Refraction
equipment was supplied through the Incorporated Research Institute for Seismology (IRIS)
Portable Array Seismic Studies of the Continental Lithosphere (PASSCAL). The survey was
conducted using two Geometric Geode modules and a field laptop with two lines of 24
geophones with 2.0-meter spacing. Shotpoints were located every six meters and created using a
sledgehammer on a steel plate. Shotpoints and geophone locations were surveyed using a Leica
Tc800 total station. Data was analyzed with a SeisImager software package from Geometrics.
Return times were picked manually, then travel times and velocity profiles were determined
using SeisImager’s tomographic inversion model. Figure 4.1 indicates the horizontal profiles

Falls
City
along which the survey was
conducted.

Hydro - Summary

Young
Survey Line
(159 m)

Van Horn
Survey Line
(265 m)

VH Origin

Monitoring Well

TY Origin

• Location:
Falls City,
Monitoring
well at
44.860342, -123.426111
Figure 4.1
- Shows extent
of OR.
seismic
refraction
survey.

•

Yamhill formation: Eocene siltstone and sandstone layers. Geologic maps
indicate that bluff is formed by Yamhill formation, but I have found no
outcrops. Adjacent riverbed is also formed by Yamhill formation.

•

Holocene/Pleistocene Alluvium: Paleo-flood plain. River is now approx.
10 meters below flood plain – not connected.

• Profile of subsurface at monitoring well.
o 0.0-0.5 meters; Missoula Flood silt/clay soil.
o 0.5-4.0 meters; clay rich alluvium with well-rounded gravels and
cobbles.
o 4.0 – 5.0 meters; weathered siltstone (yamhill formation)
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Appendix 5 - Van Horn Monitoring Well Methods and Results
A monitoring well was constructed in October 2014 by West Coast Well Drilling, Inc.
Figure 5.1 below shows the drillers log recorded during drilling with a conceptual cross section
of the results. Figure 5.2 shows the well log as reported to OWRD.

Sample
Depth (1)
0 - 1.0
1.0 - 5.0
5.0

Sample Notes
Dark brown soil
Dark yellow brown, silty matrix with .25
Dark yellow brown silty soil

Lighter yellow brown silty soil, sample now wet, slag
8.0 - 10.0
is broken maﬁc clasts present, rounding apparent.
12.0
12.0 - 13.0

Sandy soil, lighter yellow brown, slag is cobbles (.
25-1.0 cm rounded gravel), lower soil content.
Increase is maﬁc cobble slag, driller indicates higher
clay content

Blue gray silty clay matrix, some slag present but
likely remnants from shallower depth, Prof. Jarvis
13.0 - 14.0
notes that ground begins shaking indicaYng that
bedrock was reached.
17.0
20.0 to 25.0

Fractures of gray siltstone, gray clay matrix.

0
(<)

Soil

3
6
9

Yellow
alluvium w/
cobbles

12
15

Weathered
Siltstone

18

Siltstone
21

Dark blue gray siltstone and claystone fragments,
5-10% dark yellow brown sandstone clasts

25.0 to 30.0 Gray claystone

24

Figure 5.1 – Drillers log from monitoring well excavation and conceptual model of subsurface.
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POLK 53603

Figure 5.2 – Well log from Van Horn monitoring well excavation.
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An In-Situ Inc. Level-TROLL 100 pressure transducer was suspended 13.1 feet below the
top of the well to record depth of water column and an In-Situ Inc. Baro-TROLL 100 pressure
transducer was suspended at the top of well casing to record fluctuations in atmospheric
pressure. Water levels were recorded every six hours from December 2014 to December 2015
when power levels failed in the transducers. Water levels were also measured by hand at each
visit using a Solinst Model 102 Water Level Meter with P2 probe to verify accuracy of
transducer recordings. Variation between the well tape and transducer never exceeded 0.1 feet
and was likely caused by measurement error from the well tape.
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Appendix 6. Pump Test Methods, Results and Analysis.
Pumping tests were conducted on March 1, 2015. Initial water level was measured at 6.0
feet BGL. Tests were conducted using a GrundFos MP1 Pump, Model 1A106003 and a gasoline
generator as a power source. Water level in the well was measured by In-Situ pressure
transducers taking measurements every four seconds. Four pump tests were conducted in total.
Pumping rates for the first two tests exceeded aquifer capacity and dewatered the well past the
pump level. Test 3 was conducted 70 minutes until the well dewatered. Test 4 was run at
approximately 1 L/min for 74 minutes, reaching an equilibrium that suggested a barrier
condition. See Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2, and Figure 6.3 for data and analysis of pumping test data.
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Figure 6.1 – Semilog plots of drawdown vs time from pump test 3 and 4.
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Figure 6.2 – Theis curve fitting to drawdown sections from pump test 3 and 4.
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Figure 6.3 – Theis curve fitting to recovery sections from pump tests 1 through 4.
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